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NEW MEXICO. WED.Mi2.SD AY EVENING, .MAY 10. 1900.
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FALSE ATTACK ON ANDREWS,

Reply

Without Foundation

of

Secretary

Interior Gets New Mexico Into

Trouble at Once.

ELECTION

PRIiONEKS DEMAND RELIEF

VERY SERIOUS CONDITION
OF AFFAIRS BY HIS RULE
IN LAND MATTERS HERE

Held

on Yesterday

$100,000,000'

SAID ABOUT CHANDLER

to Throne May

Precipitate Serious

FRANCHISE

FORMED WITH

OVER WHAT PRESIDENT

CONDITION

Charge of Fraud DENVER'S

CORPORATION

HOT TIME IN CAPITOL

IN CRITICAL

HOPEWELL AND PENNSYLVANIA
Developement Company

IS

NUMBER 121

Many Rough and Harsh Things Are Uttered by
Parties Chiefly Concerned in the
Now Famous Issue.

For Rebuilding San Francisco, Work to

Com-

mence Immediately.
INSURANCE

COMPANIES

TO

Re-

Remains of Father Gapon SENATORS TILLMAN AND BAILEY
Received Decent InterCorporations.
ment at Last.
Senate Committee Votes For Sea Level
of Panama Other Items of General
St. Petersburg. May 16. President
OCTOPUS CHASED BY TEXAS
Mouromtseff today received a tele
the Capital of the United
gram from the political prisoners con

IN THE LEAD Act Independently

sulted in Favor of

Savings
Banks Will Open on the
28th of May.

Canal on Isthmus

Under big scare lines sotting forth: subject to sale "under such laws and
regulations as may be hereafter preInterest From
"Andrews Must Explain Fraud! Con- scribed
by the legislative assembly of
New York, May 16. The Herald to
gressional Delegate from New Mex- said territory," provided that "not
day says: It was aetermlned yesterStates.
ico is Named aa Abettor of Illegal more than one quarter section of land
day that $100,000,000 shall be the capfined at Yekaterlnoslav, South Russia,
italization of the new Morgan Loan
Land Scheme ! Pennsylvania Devel- (160 acres) shall be sold to any one
corporation, which Is to be organised
opment Company, of WMoh Andrew person, corporation or association of Railway Agent Charged With saying that on May Day they were
Washington, D. C, May 16. The saying that he had aost confidence here to advance money for rebuilding;
beaten with fiats of swords by the
U the Head, Charged with Obtaining persons." A minimum price of $1.25
gensdarmerie, and that some of them calm of the senate's discussion of the In Senators Foraker, Spooner and San Francisco. It is expected that the
or Land from Terri- per acre was Included In the bill.
Appropriating
10,000 Acra
$51,000
Knox.
were seriously wounded. The prison
It was offered in the senate preliminaries will be completed this
The Interior department of the fedtorial Board at $3 an Acre!" the Deners asked parliament to demand the railroad rate bill was disturbed today by Senaitor Tillman and will be .print week, and that the work of advanceral government enacted certain rules
ver News publishes the following:
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interruption
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Sen ed in the Congressional Recmrd. In ing money for the reconstruction will
the
punishment of the guilty persons and
and regulations to govern In the seSpocLaJ to the News.
ator Balky, who rose to a question of his statement to Senator Tillman, begin within thirty days. E. H. Has
to hasten the granting of amnesty.
Washington, D. C, May 14. The lection of the lands. Among these, appersonal privilege to make reply to a Senator Chandler says:
Prices Take Tumble.
rlman, of tlhe Southern Pacific Rail
secretary of the interior today trans- proved by C. N. Bliss, secretary of the Denver, Colo., May 16. The elecAs a telephonic denial bv Presi road company, Frank A. Vanderullp.
The fear that the reply of the lower charge made in the Chicago Tribune
mitted a letter to congress touching interior, was that "when the leasing of tion return on yesterday's city elecon some land frauds in New Mexico, such remaining lands (other than tion Indicate that the republicans house of parliament to the speech yesterday by a Washington corres- dent Roosevelt sent to the senate of thenatlcoal city bank, and Senator
act, which
from the throne portends to conflict, pondent to the effect that Italley had through Lodge, remains in the Con Newlands, of Nevada, are among the
which is very interesting, In view of those mentioned in the secretary
of won all three supervisors, six alder- demoralized prices on the bourse to- been responsible for the failure of gressional Record of May 12, it seems backers cf the new corporation.
to the
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men
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day; Imperial fours losing a bait point agreement between the president and to nie I should take some notice ot
for by the
How Insurance Companies Act.
with the alleged Illegal doings that have been made
commission. The democrats elected
Tillman. Former Senator Chandler It, which I do now. by reaffirming
The Insurance companies will set
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the
the
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the statement tle the losses in their own way, each
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ownership ticket ekoted three alder- ment. Tillman was suspicious of I .made to you and which you re company acting for itself, according
The opinion Is quite general
Interior for his approval.'
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As
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d
commission. The we on, the
to the speech from the throne will posed to rate legislation and was also regret this hasty action of Senator and the fire underwriters will make
New Mexico for some time, is no act of congress and the interpretation
trama victory for the
it by the secretary of the!l8
make a conflict with the crown is in- in conference with Aldrich with the Lodge and the president. It has no attempt to dictate a general pol
less a :person that William H. An- into,in.. upon
r m
tha lacriaintnra of way franchise, the Denver gas and- evitable, since it contains a number of purpose of defeating the rate bill.
forced tlhe issue between myself and icy or lay down any uniform rule for
drews, at present congressional dele-gatin M.mh i nm electric franchise and the. Northwest- points upon which the supporters of
Bailev said: "I have taken no part the president. The extreme lan- the companies to icibserve in settling
from New Mexico. A letter conIna Moffatt
ha ,unmov wrer. era terminal franchise,
the government say it is impossible in the question of veracity between guage he used makes such tesue un- the claims.
taining the full findings of Agent Hol- k.. ti,
franchises appear to for the emperor to yield.
al and the commissioner of public ft'tu" - the'
The consti- the president and Chandler and I have avoidable and I cannot shrink: from
Savings Banks Reopen.
combe Is transmitted to congress.
aha it
nf nnh. be defeated, although at least one tutional democratic leaders, however, not even given public expression on it nor avoid It, although 1 cannot use
0Hto o
All savings banks in 'Frisco will
Set forth therein is the statement
I
being
good
question
a
named
of
toward the chief executive of the na- reopen for business May 28th. The
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while they assert that the reply Is In the
last
faith because
that W. H. Andrews, acting through lie lands, the
In the same act the price TEXAS W,LL HELP MISSOURI
tended to make clear to the emperor knew nothing about either questions. tion language like his own. Upon officials of the various institutions
his agent, W. S. Hopewell, who ap- creation
an
our respective statements, I submit have declared their banks to be la
publication
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He denounced the
the country will be satisfied with
parently is one of the heads of the of, lua8eA B"dB.
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authorized the sale of lands for cash tn
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should be sold to any one person or IT
at 10 o'clock this morning, by PresiDEATH
corporation, and that not more than other companies, purchased timber
AT HOME IN MARTINEZ AT
DIES
dent R. M. Miller, Jr., who briefly adlands from narties who had entered
640 acres should be so leased.
AGE OF. 105
YEARS LEAVES
dressed the convention.
Then Govto
each
160
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iu
tracts
of
them
The territorial land board seems to
ernor Glenn and Mayor Bernard welMANY DESCENDANTS.
Not one purchase was
have erred as well aa Mr. Andrews entry-maACCIDENT
AND
comed the visiting members, and T.
of more than 1G0 acres from anyand his associates. Agent Holoombe made
H. Ronnie of Granitevllle.' 8. C, reMiguel Anb:nlo Martinez, one of
man, for not more than 1G0 acres
set forth in bis letter that the land one
sponded.
The president delivered his
any
one
individual.
sold
were
to
porthe
of
oldest
inhabitants
this
bourd even gave deeds to the lands
annual address and then Senator
Kecentiy secretary miencocK nas
Albany May 16 A riot between tion of the territory, lies dead at his
on credit, the Pennsylvania DevelopHenry Cabot Lodge delivered an adof lands by Italians and ,u.gr0es broke out In the home the Placita de los Martinez, in
ment company's note for $20,000 be- concluded that the leasingwas
dress. Other addresses followed, by
not con- - brlck
dg at Coeymans, twelve miles that portion of Albuquerque known
ing one of the documents passed in the territorial land board congress,
Charles K. Oliver of Baltimore, Md
and gouth of nere tod.,y- - sheriff Pitts and as Dog Town, at the extreme old age
templated in the act of
lieu of money when some forty-fou- r
Henry O. Hester, secretary of the
all the leases made,
T
nf tho Tonth of 105 years, death coming to him last
nvi
deeds aggregating nearly 7,000 acres has rescinded
Jap-Ru- ss
New Orleans Cotton Exchange; W. J.
Powerterritory liable for Reglment went to Coevmans and the evening after a short illness lasting
were recorded as passing to t!e com thus making the
Neale, president of the Southwestern
large sums of money which the land ;commanding officer of the local militia but two days, caused by his great
pany.
Cotton Buyers' Association ; J. A. TayAlthough the departu.snt of th in board had received and appropriated compameg has been instructed to be age.
lor, president of the National Gin-nethe various territorial institutions. ,n readlnes8 for orders. One negro
Deceased, up to the time of becom
terior has Investigated tho Irregulari to
Association; B. D. Smith, naHe is also claiming that me purcnase hag been brougnt t0 an Albany hospl lng confined to his bed two days ago,
ties concerning these New Mexico or
tional organizer of the Southern Cotlands rrom parties wno purcnaseo tal wUh a Dullet in nl8 slde. The was in full possession of all of his fac
grants, that department is powerless
them of the board, is illegal, coming trouble grew out 0f the importation of ulties and in comparatively
London, May 16. According to the been fired. It Is thorcfore, to bt as ton Association.
perfect
to carry on prosecutions.
There will be another session this
under the head that "not more than Boutnern negroes to take the places health. He first saw the light of day deductions which the British naval ex- sumed that no power will incline to
Congress to Apply Remedy.
evening, when W. F. Lafreltz of New-Yorsection or lana snail oe.f gtrlkino- - Italians. Shortly after 105 years ago in the place in which he
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When congress turned the lands one quarter
will deliver an address on proper
to any one person, corporation or noon. Sheriff Pitts requested the local died, where he has always resided, perts have drawn from tho
iber for naval warfare, and it would accounting
ovtr to the territorial government, sold
methods. The remainder
naval campaign, and especially be quite possible by means of
persons." It is some- militia to be sent and arrangements and could recall with minute distinct
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of
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body
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that
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thing
new
that
now
decree,
and
administration of its
tomorrow morning will be taken
thing, whatever It may be, cannot sell nies were sent.
days when there was no new Albu highly probable that all the great pervious to heavy gun fire at all rea sion
that the territorial land loard has dis- again,
with addresses on various technical
and there is no doubt that the
querque, and when the surrounding naval engagements in the future will sonable ranges. At preseut our latest up
obeyed the order restricting
the
new Interpretation of law TERRIFIC EXPLOSION OF
country, with the exception of the be fought at long range. The Import- type of battleship Is armored with 9 subjects.
amount of land that sihould go to secretary's
will be taken Into the courts, since
GASOLINE IN NEW YORK settlement at old town, was but a vast ance of expert gunnery is, therefore, or 10 inches of Bteel plating, and It is, Y. W. C. A. HOLDS WORLD'S
each penson, it Is up to congress to every
acre of the timber lands given New York, May 16. A thirty thou mesa, void of human habitants.
apply corrective measures, in bo far
the first consideration. But the dam- therefore, doubtful whether finality in
CONFERENCE IN PARIS
territory,
thus far sold and thousthe
Although the exact record of his age age that can be wrought by modern armor plating has yet been arrived at.
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a
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at the opening session was greater
the case. The letter of the
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fore, bo quite practicable and appar ence of that organization. The Ameriment will n doubt le referred to the ber lands In the regular manner, undoubtful whether her
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theory
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scouting 'and reconnoisance purposes large number, arrived at Boulogne-sur-M- er
of
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DESTRUCTIVE FIRE
at a
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terlor holds that the New Mexico
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he, to all intents and purposes Invul-waways the unexpected, however, It Is
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are the
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IS BEGINNING TO ROT Mi. session or l ucso innus
not "appointed by the president" but cerning homest eading to the purchase
a few miles
tis are removed.
herd r, was arrest
London. May 16. It Is reported that
and identified with
their interests. tion. After the morning session towere named by the law the governor of lands given to New Mexico and to
to formulate TI14) convention will probably last tw morrow the delegates will visit the
I: is the intention
dry rot has set in in the roof of the
south of Willard list night by
of the territory, the surveyor genera! which congress did not make the home
in
with
Sheriff Sanchez, charged
historic parish churc'.i at Hoston, and some plan to assist each farmerabil- days or more ami will uttenl closely sea wall, tho grade raising dredges,
and the attorney general and many stead laws apply.
tracts of land to suit his
the murder of Inez ,iieru.s. an
it Mill, according to an expert, soon buy
to hiisiiit'ss inat'erji, so t n t unduly an il grade raising operations will bo
minor untruths too numerous to menis to hae
l.uer.is brothers.
uncle of tillniade ill the presence of the visitors.
become dangerous, if i' is not so al- - ity lo pay. K.u h farmer square
prolong the
tion. Hut to the facts in the case, of SOUTH CAROLINA DEMOCRATS
A
ileal
acres.
i
Well l,Ui w II : lot kni n of ihis secIn tho evening the Sons of Jove will
It was from I'.os oii that John from lu
which the News correspondent seems
plan,
GETTING READY FOR ELECTION
He pleaded guilty before
tion.
have an Informal banquet. On Frir, v...- IS""""1
Cotton, their vicar, and a few Purit-,nn- s. for the Indian is a part oftin-the
Chicago
Live Stock.
i.rm.iit
" li:ihe nnliorn:
land is
,Iu..iic(. f :'! Peace Cregg this
S
went out lo America and founded paying bim actually what
Columbia.
C. May K. The
the bill passed I'V
June
Chicago. May 1G. Cat'tle Receipts, day the business of the convention
long term
morning, M. t f ir 'afe keepm.'.
Hoston. Mass.
A iiioautnclit fo Cot- - woiv'.i and arranging for
the congress of the l.'nited Stales.! democratic state convention, called
lS.ouii;
$I.K will be finished (luring the forenoon
thus '116.15; market steady; beeves,
will
Wits taken to the penitentiary at
ton was a few ye n - na placed by loans at 6 to S per cent interest,
5. So ; and in the afternoon the members
S.'iflt
known as the Kergusson bill, was ap- for the purpoKt- of arranging for the
$
cows
he
tors.
and
S.iiita Kv :bU :n ri.iinr. by Ci;-taifake an excursion trip down the harprimaries and electing
Americans in tin- - Co- a Chapel at enabling cwrv lartuer to buy u home. stex kers and
t2M-!proved, giving to the lerritery of New. regular
l.hi;
who
St. I'.otulph's, Host..:..
Lincolnshire, No h :v. n ui- - bo
r'red r'oin.df. of !' inouui-e.- l
bor and to the .h'tth's.
committee, met
Mexico a large appropriation of pub- - inotlo r executive
$P!j4To; calvcti, Hflil.ii.
nor will any man Texau-- land a proposal to c,..i-I'.. !!!": as u! fin-- t
i. ' a catlied- ,4. lie,-- .
a nn ni Loin.-hen- - to, lay. The number of delegates
lie Ian. Is lor certain name. p'i: po:
New York Money Market.
l
in pun basing more than
Lied th
ral for the liocesi- oi M sachusetts, be
ci one, '.mi; a.t.
Certain named portions of tl.es.. l.ii'clsj is larger than at the last convention,
St. Louis Wool Market.
call,
New York, May l'j. MoiKy
lai:nd it a.s - ill the 1' nlted Stali s, al 'i the model IOii acres. It is believl thai in !uch
and
were reserve,! Irani s"le but male. l.iit comparatively little Interest is
mar10
3
3 la
Mo., May
Wool
prime
Louis,
mercantile
cent;
St.
the
s
and
ndicatoa
land
t
(bme
now
of
Hoston
in
the
of
parish
under maiuur
church.
the present
subject to lease, and the remainder taken in the work
unchanged.
ket steady .au-paiKT, liilZy-- i jx-- r cent. Silver, tiO'jfcC.
grafters can U- defeated.
serious consideration.
of the lands thus granted were made
.
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cck will Ikj less
tli run this
than 35,000, nnil the market strong
accordingly.
Trices are steady to
slrong today, under the adverse circumstances of a Mr nin nnd ore 10c
A much greater
lower at lilcag
percentage of well finished sicm
came tn lrMl week tlvm usual, scllint?
nt t'A(t to $.".&,". while the plain meto
dium class fleers sold at $4.75
$5.30.
Packers continue to pay strong
prices for cows nnd heifers, as there
Is a shortage of light weights suitable
for kllline; this will keep up until
gross cattle move freely. Short fed
stovM from the south and those fed
a little oil enks on the grass, are
silling nt $3.80 to $1.35 In tho quarantine division, and straight grassers,
from extreme southern .points bring

that
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Colorado IS

Automatic 183

to

$3.50

GAMBLERS LOSE

$1.25.

Mutton and lamb prices keep on advancing, new tops on various kinds
being paid today. The run last week
was 28.OO0 head, quite a reduction
from tho recent work. Tho supply
todav U 5.000, with the market loc
higher, or alout 20c aliove Monday.
Top woolexl Lambs broucht $7.50 t.
day; medium lambs, $7.30 to $7.40;
clipped lambs $6.20 to $6.45; Texas
muttons, $5.40 to $5.60, which looks
like a high price for short grass sluff.
A string
of Texans. welching- 91
pounds, sold nt $5 75'a today. AgM
sheep are needed here, as 80 to 90
per cent of the run for several weeks
has consisted of Iambs. Small reare
ceipts and snappy competition
most likely from now till the heavy
movement from tht northwest begins
In the summer.
STOCK SALES

OUT AT TUCSON

0000000004.

ARE

DDI

ALVARADO
B

One Cent

H. BRIGGS

First and Gold Ave.

PHARMACY
CO..

Prop'rs.
Both

Phones

004tft0trC0
RELIABLE DENTIST

--

cn

rely upon It, i we have not failed before, that your
and you
money l not thrown away. We have also rented hundred of houses
hy our want ad, a well m aold nearly everythlnj
have adver.

ALBUQUERQUE

w

NEW MEXICO

tieed through them.

Capital end Surplus. $100,000

the Western Union or Poatal
TELEPHONE
graph
for an
T. messenger
to Tha Cltlxen
or
tend your ad with the
Tele-

casJj

lioy, and

offices

A. D.
office,

tele-

phone direct, or call, and the ad will appear according to your with.
FOR SALE Small stock merchandise
at a bargain. T. L McSpadden, 300
South Broadway.
Stock und timber ranch;
iip him 17 W iim at
u FOR SALE
uiio, " 117 im
ri
with Mine of the excellent npportiinitlt' now open!
about "00 acres fenced; 30 head of
K.Tecuttve.
We have all sorts of hih jrral position
cattle, 3 horses; wagons, tools and
Clertml, TVrbtiKal anl Kaleoinan paving from
iofs.utiOayear. Ak usfor booklet. Offlteslnl2uUeft
farming Implements.
Two
HAPQOODS (!nc,)$ Bra!a Broken
houses, liam, and largo corral. Only
two miles from railroad. Adjoining
917 Cbmlcl Building. 6t Loult
government reservation.
Plenty of
WANTED.
water. Price. $4,500. Easy terms.
good
Kitchen help;
N. Peach & Co., real estate dealers,
wages. Cnsa de Oro.
212 West Gold avenue.
WANTED A dairy hand; also a
ROOM AND BOARD.
windmill and tank, at 1500 South
ROOM
board from $15 to $18 per
and
Highland
Dairy.
Rroedwnv.
month; day board from $12.50 to
WANTED Twins, Zor logging and
$15. Apply east end of Viaduct, Baklumlior hauling, at Maine, Ariz. For
ery, after the 16th.
particulars, address the j. M. Den-ni- c
PERSONAL PROPERTY LOANS.
Lumler Co., Rhoades, Ariz.
WANTED
Gentlemen's second-hanclothing. No. 515 South First street,
Co
south of viaduct. Send address and
On
Organs, Horses
Pianos,
Furniture,
will call. R. J. Sweeney, proprietor.
Wagons and other Chattels; also on
WANTED Young man to do gen- - SALARIES
AND
RE
eral store work in country store at CEIPTS, as low asWAREHOUSE
and as Ugh
Bolcn; must speak Spanish and be as $200.00. Loans $10.00
are quickly mads
active. Address, S., care of Even- and strictly private.
One
Time:
ing Citizen.
month to one year given. Goods reWANTED Good men, tiny number main In your possession. Our rates
for rock work; southern Arizona; are reasonable. Call and see us bewages, 30c an hour; work guaran- fore borrowing.
teed for three years. Inquire AbraTHE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO.
ham's Employment office, 120 Silver Steamship tickets to and from all
avenue, under Elite rooming house
parts ot the world.
Rooms I and 4, Grant Bldg.
MALE HELP WANTED.
SIS West Railroad Ave.
$20
WANTED Branch manager;
PRIVATE OFFICES.
cash, weekly. Live at home. ExOpen Evenings.
perience unnecessary. No canvass
ing. Enclose stamp for particulars.
GROCERY
AND MEAT MARKET
Aluminum Hanger Co., Chatfleld,
FOR SALE.
Minn.
WANTED Good men, any number
for rock work; southern Arizona;
Building for sale or rent.
wages, 30c an hour; work guaranteed for three years. Inquire Abraham's Employment office, 120 Silver
A PAYING PROPOSITION.
avenue, under Elite rooming house
WE SELL YOUR ABILITY

INTEREST

.
without In any imjr pwlaneorlnir yoor prMentcMifl-lionOur pwrvlt ft i tontMf ntial and Is DlanneU to aid
thr nmn whow miccft in his prr nent position provp
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Per Word Insertion

SEEK A
Special Correspondence.
11.
FollowMay
Mo.,
City,
Kansas
ing were some sales of western sheep Full Set of Teeth
$6.00
Crowns
Judge Campbell Refused Writ and laml.s at Kansas City thio week: Gold
Gold Filling
$1.50 Up
Monday, May 7.
W. Ijimbrecht, Kort Collins, Colo., Painless Extracting ...,50c
and Du Bois Remanded
1915
lambs, 81 pounds, $7.30; 56
ALL WORK ABSOLUTELY GUAR
wethers. 93 pounds, $6.50.
to Jail.
ANTEED.
A. D. and B. S. Matihlas, Fort Collins, C:lo., 278 feeding lamb, 64
foldings lambs, 62
COURT pounds, $6.70; 586
SUPREME
TO
APPEAL
imunds, $6.05.
Standard M. & U S. Co., Almena,
Colo., 122S lambs, 88 pounds, $7.25.
It will be remembered that some
Tuesday, May 8.
three weeks ago Homer DuBols, tor- - A. Van Hoe, l.as Animas, Colo., 1094
B. F. COPP.
merly of the Big Adobe saloon and Iambs. 67 pounds, $7.20.
B. F. Klett, Ias Animas, Colo., 531 ROOM 12, N. T. ARMIJO BUILDING
gambling house In Naco, but now pro- lambs,
72 pounds, $7.30.
prietor of the Legal Tender saloon In
PROFESSIONAL
CARuS
A.
Speer, Las Animas, Colo., 537
Tucson, oin;nd up a gambling game lambs,J. 71
pounds, 17.30.
In violation of the city ordinance in
LAWYERS.
Continental It. Co., Comstock, Tex.,
Tucson, and without a city license 1188
grass muttons, 90 pounds, $5.40.
Du Bois was arrested, as was also
Bernard S. Rodey.
Wednesday, May 9.
ATTORNEY-AT-.AW- .
Billy Reed, a Tucdon hotel keeper and
Albuquerue
Prowers, Colo.,
O. Fulkcrscn,
of the city council. Keld 340H. laml.s, 78 pounds, $7.40; 236 clip-pe- l N. M. Prompt attention given to all
was arrested for playing at the game.
business pertaining to the profession
lam!i, 72 pounds, $6.35.
Both men were fined in the city court
Lamar, Colo.,' 511 Will practice in all courts of the terriR. McGrat'n.
pay
refusing
their
to
Tucson,
tory and before the United State
and,
at
70 pcuiuls, $7.40.
FOR RENT.
fines, their attorneys applied to Judge lambs,
270 land office.
Colo.,
Prowers,
Arraguy,
L.
Campbell,
the district court, for a lambs, 63 pounds, $7.35.
FOR RENT Furnls-;e- d
too a for
M, Bona.
Ira
.
writ of habeas corpus.
ATTORNEY-AT-LAWlight housekeeping.
413
South
32 F street
531
Colo.,
& Co., bimr,
White
CitiThe
following
Tucson
from
The
Third strtet.
N. W., Washington, D. C. Pensions,
cllpepd lambs. 78 r.ounds. $6.10.
ren, gives an account of the disposiJ. L. Bennet't, l.as Animas, Colo., lands, patents, copyrights, caveats FOR RENT Pleasant front rooms for
tion of the application for the writ, 1269 lambs, 79 pounds, $7.40.
letter patents, trade marks, claims.
housekeeping; Rent reasonable. 524
the
thearlng
before
when It came to a
West Railroad avenue.
Van Horn, Uocky oFdr, Colo., CS4
J.
ft. W. O. Bryan.
court:
.
ATTORNEY-AT-LAW77 pounds, $7.35.
Albuquer
lambs.
RENT Five room furnished
FOR
has
"The gambling element, which
Uocky FoVd, Colo., que, N. M. Office, First National
C. E. D.?
house; piano, bath, and all modern
been leaning back uion Its oars, and 417 lambs, 79lxns,
building.
pounds, $7.25.
Bank
conveniences.
reasonable.
Rent
hoping against hoje for a favrrable
Thursday, May 10.
903 Forrester Place.
E. W. Dobson.
court decision, received a solar plexus
2G3
Colo.,
Lamar,
.
R. McGrah,
ATTORNEY-AT-LAWOffice Crcm FOR RENT A five room, brick house,
blow, when, Judge Campbell denied lambs, 75 pounds, $7.35.
well block, Albuquerque, N. M.
between Fourth and I'lfth streets,
the wriu of hailieas corpus for Homer
431
A. Gardner, Las Animas, Colo.,
on Tljeras avenue. Apply to 422
Du Bols and William Reld.
DENTISTS.
86 pounds, $7.30.
lambs.
Tijoras avenue.
"Du Bois applied for habeas corpus
R. Klett, Las Animas, Colo, 778
DR. J. E. KRAFT.
One was gamb- lambs,
under two chargeB.
FOR RENT For clubs, parties, etc.,
69 pounds, $7.35.
Surgeon.
Dental
ling in a building with a saloon
St. John's Guild hall,
furnished.
J. Van Horn, Rocky Ford, Colo., 461
Rooms 15 and 16, Grant block, over
The other charge was gamb- lambs,
For terms, apply to Mrs. A. A.
78 pounds, $7.35.
company,
Dry
Goods
the Golden Rule
ling without a license.
On both
Keen, Tenth street and Tijeras ave
Rocky Ford, Colo., Both 'phones. Appointments made by
F. M.
etiarges the habeas corpus 'was de- 444 lambs,Harson,
nue.
78 Tiounds, $7.35.
mall.
nied.
cot
FOR RENT Nicely furnished
O. Rhodes, Las Animas, Colo., 443
'William Reld was charged with lambs, 93 pounds, $7.20.
Edmund J. Alger, 0. D. S.
tage of three rooms, with piano and
avenue.
"bucking' the game. Habeas corpus
No.
Office
306
Railroad
shade trees; large yard, etc. Also,
Friday, May 11.
8:30 a. m., to 12:30 p. m.; 1:20
in his case was also denied.
L. Marlman, Robinson, Colo., 514 hours,
three room flat, with piano, ready
p. m. to 5 p. m. Telephone 4bz. Ap
"The decision of Judge Camplell, lanils, 70 pounds, $7.40.
for housekeeping; cheap for sum
by mail.
while it had been predicted by all lomer. 524 John . street, east end of
White & Co., Lamar, Colo., 536 clip- pointments made
cal lawyers who had looked Into the ped lambs, 81 pounds, $6.05.
viaduct. Mrs. E. K. Norrls.
PHYSICIANS.
case and. were not working for a fee, F. M. Harson, Rocky Fcird, Colo.,
BUSINESS EXCHANGE.
was a stinging blow to the gambling 338 lambs, 76 pounds, $7.35.
DR. R. L. HUST,
I have r.ome ranches
TO EXCHANGE
element in Tucson.
DeLong, Rocky Ford, Colo.,
C.
E.
Office,
N. T. Armijo Bldg.
to trade for city property. T. L.
"While ostensibly Du Bois Is sup- 400 lambs, 82 pounds, $7.25.
Tuberculosis treated with High
McSpadden, 300 South Broadway.
posed to be making a fight for gambV. F. Martin, Rocky
Ford, Colo., Frequency
Electrical Current and Ger McSPADDEN
ling alone, it Is generally believed 221 ewes,
The exchange man.
83 pounds, $5.85.
mlclde. Treatments given each day
See him for business exchanges.
that he has the united support of the
8 a. m. to 4 p. ni. Trained nurse
300 South Broadway.
saloonlsta and the gambling element.
For a painful burn there is noth- from
I have property in
TO EXCHANGE
At all events, had he secured a favor- ing like De Witt's Witch Hazel Salve. in attendance. Both 'phones.
Illinois,
Oh. W. G. SHADRACH,
Iowa, Missouri, Kansas
able decision, gambling would have There are a 'host of imitations cf De
lateen
in Tucson, and, the
Colorado and Arizona to trade for
Witch Hazel Salve on the mar- Practice limited to Eye, Ear, Nose
gamblers would have shared In th Witt's
Albuquerque property.
Talk wltn
ket see that you get the genuine.
and
Throat.
me. T. L. McSpadden, 300 South
general benefits to themselves and Ask for De Witt's. Good, too, for suncoas
Santa
Occullst
Aurlst
and
for
Fe
Broadway
looked on unmoved at the general burn, cuts, bruises, and especially
lines. Office, 3134 West Railroad
harm to the community.
piles. The name, avenue.
for
recommended
OR SALE.
"So confident were the gamblers of R C. DeWltt & Co., Chicago, Is on
refrigerFOR sXlEA"' large-sizesecuring a favrrable
decision that every box. Sold by J. H. O'Rielly & p. Hour: 9 to 12 a. m. and 1.30 to
n
ator, cheap. Call at 411 South
they had written to men In different Co.
Anio street.
UNDERTAKER.
cities of Arizona to work at the
FOR SALE All lots in Corouada
eames. Many of them are now here,
Auto, 'phone 316.
Colo. Red 115.
Place. T. L. McSpadden, 300 South
As LABORERS ONSEWER
expecting gambling to resume.
A. B0RDER8.
Broadway.
they arrive they are spotted
fast
Building.
Black
Commercial
Club
SYSTEM
STRIKE
hy the police, and are being watched.
FOR SALE Two sets oi Bnelvlng,
and white hearse, $5.
ninety feet long; two sixteen-foo- t
However, It Is likely that they will
counter.
vamose pronto now.
SEVENTEEN EMPLOYED BY KENcounters; one thirty-foo- t
ARCHITECTS.
NEDY & DAVIS, AT SANTA FE,
Call at F. F. Trotter's.
"Judge Campbell's decision blasts
Walling-ford- ,
O.
Spencer
W.
V.
F.
tnd
WANT SHORTER HOURS.
the hop of the gamblers of ever reRENT OR TRADE itst your
rooms 46 47, Barnett building SELL,
suming the games In Tucson.
property with T. L. McSpadden, 300
'phones.
M.
a
Albuquerqu.
N.
eight
Demanding
of
an
Both
Instead
"The gambling element has long
South Broadway.
harped icn the false theory that Tuc- nine hour day, seventeen men, emLAND MATTERS.
FOR
SALE Fresh Jersey cows, at
ployed
&
by
Davis, contracKeunedy
son is not as lively as formerly. What
Kelly's,
five and cne-hal-f
miles
on the sewer beiug constructed
H. W. S. Otero,
tho facts really are that there are tors,
south of city.
United States Court Commissioner,
not now so many drunken peopU on by them for the city board of educa
703 West Silver avenue.
Will attend Ft TiS SEE OTdesti and "best candy
the streets, nor o many unpaid gro tion, in Santa Fe, went on a strike
kitchen and ice cream parlor in Al
eery, meat and other bills for the nee yesterday forenoon, and Sate in the af- to matters before the land office
buquerque; a bargain, If taken at
snaries of life, 89 when the city was ternoon had not readied any final
CIVIL ENGINEER.
once.
Call at 211 South Second
agreemeut with their employers.
wide open.
street and Investigate.
Last Saturday, the contractors emJ. R. Farwelt,
"It is understood that W. P. Miller, ployed
a man, who had previously Room 23. N. T. Armijo Rnlldlng.
KOll SALE $25,000 rancn at a bar
who represented Du Bois and Held,
gain; will take small property In
will nuake an application before the been working shorter hours and reNOTARY
PUBLIC.
exchange. Write, wire, phone or
supreme o:urt on Saturday for a writ ceiving better wages, und they are of
talk with F. L. McSpadden, 303
of haU-a- s corpus. This will be the the opinion that it was he who agiD. Mrddicon,
K.
Thos.
the strike. Up to that time the
South Broadway.
element. tated
last stand of the
men seemed to be satisfied that no Office with W. B. Childers, 117 Wat FOR SALE OR TRADE a good busiThey do not have much hope of
Gold
avenue.
ness for city property. T. L. Mcbut they want to die garni, bs previous trouble had been experienced.
VETERNINARIAN.
Spadden, 300 South Broadway.
becomes starts whose hands are Kennedy &. Davis pay their laborers
$1.25 per day for nine hours' work,
never soiled by honest toil.
KUH SALE
A hanusome tiardman
F,
Dr.
L.
Schneider.
"To Judge William Lovell. city at- and Mr. Kennedy said that lie would
piano, in One condition and almost
Office, 424 North Second street
torney, and to Judge Charles Blen-ina- neither increase their pay nor shorten Phones
tjfvv, at a bnrgain.
For partlcj-lars- ,
Auto., 311; Colo., Black 3
assistant to Mr. Ijovell, credit is the hours. According to his statement Residence 'phone, Auto., 747.
call at this office.
being frenly given for the able man- his men are not worked as hard as
FOR SALE A drug store lu good lit
CONTRACTOR
AND BUILDER.
ner in whih they handled the city they are on other contracts about
tie town; a snap. T. L. McSpadFe,
pay
Santa
and
he
considers
their
case and Ut the clear and convincing
den, 30 South Broadway.
A. L. Moraan.
argument which they made In 6tatiux sufficient.
CONTRAC
FOR SALE OR TRADE Are you InINDEPENDENT
The
&
Kennedy
opinion
are
of
Davis
the
the city's right to control gambling.
terested In mines? I have some
AND BUILDER. Estimates are
"When Sir. Miller, for the gamblers, that the men will return to work un- TOR
said to be 'good deals. Talk with
solic
cheerfully
work
furnished;
lob
old
der
scale,
In
the
case
they
but
do
Appeared in court on last Saturday,
me T. L. McSpadden, 300 S. BroadMr. Kennedy says they will em Ited. Automatic 'phone, 724; shop at
he was apparently confidnt, and very not,
way.
North Second street, Albuquercourageous. Ills courage waned on ploy convict labor to complete the 911
que, N. M.
FOR
work.
SALE OR TRADE 2 rooming
he
The
not
to
wish
latter
does
the second day, and this morning iie do,
houses. T. L. McSpadden, 300 South
us he prefers to retain his former
realized that he was fairly beaten,
PRIVILEGE
PROGRAM
THE
Broadway
and apparently anticitated an unfav- employes, who are in such clrcum
double-ba- r
FORSALE:::
orable decision to his clients. His stances that they need employment.
The Fair association will sell to
shotgun; bran new
reled,
tight Ihds morning was half hearted.
Stomach Troubles.
the hlghesu and best bidder, on or benever has been used; one of th
"It is quite prolable tlmt the case
Mrs. Sue Martin, an old and highly fore Saturday, May 19, the official
best makes. Call at The Citizen of
will be carried to the supremo court respected
resident of Faisonia, Miss., program privilege for tho September
floe for particulars.
of he territory'"
was sick with stomoch troublo for fitir.
For further Information, call FOR SAf.E
General merchandise
more than six months.
Chamber- ou or address,
P. F. MeCANNA,
store with salotn in connection.
lain's Sumach and Liver Tablets
Miamager.
MARKET LETTER
Good paying business, established
cured her. She says: "I can now Room 11, Grant block. Albuquerque,
sixteen
years. Store, 25x50 feet,
oat anything I want and am the
N. M.
SjHxrlal CorresiKindence.
15xG0
feet. This
and warehouse
proudest woman in the world to find
Kansas City, M.v, May 14. The
stock la all new and clean. Rea-s"i
Impossible,
A good complexion
of cawlo from remote etaus such a gixxl medicine." For sale by
for selling, going out of
with the stomach out of order. If
waa the smallest of the season kust all druggists. Samples fre.
J. W.. Th- Citizen.
'pasty, sallow, people would pay more
week. A few I!inhandle stockers sc.ld
iliat there will b. no un'ii. a - ; attention to their stomachs and Ks Foil SALE A" largo im 'rcanilla busT-iat $4.10, but the weakness in fctock-er- s Now
n, enjoying
a most excellent
waon )0 t)0
fj to the skin on their races, iney wouiu
has checked the move- '"it e.iai btriKe,
and
KODOL,
exec use the companies have better complexions.
tr.ide,' and controlling business for
ment in that class. Tho general mar- will givewli.it
a l.ime scope of country;
or will
FOR DYSPEPSIA, will digest what
ket held steady lust week on a total of coal? for un nlviiiice in !i price you
eat. und put your stomach back
half. Can engage in the sheep
supply of 38.0IW hea.J, w'uleh number
a:;. cattle business; a'.so gristmill,
in the right sliajie to do Its own work.
Just about fills the need of the trade
If b:s thing keeps up muc h longer, Kodol
of the
(lend hargain for some energetic
palpitation
relieve
Just now. T.h- - supply today is 7,ooo somebody will have to organize a So- heart,
stomach, heart11.au
Uih from $.000 to $8,000 to
head, against 10,000 to 12,000 hul on ciety for the 'prevention of Cruelty burn, flatulence, sour
H. O'Rielly
So.Jd by
itiv.st.
Call at The Citizen office
J.
etc.
Mondays,
so that It is likely to the Standard Oil company.
rettnt
& Co.
f'T particulars.
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BANK INSTITUTIONS

WANT HELP OF ANY KIND?
so we can secure tt for yoti fey a small
z want ad. tn The Evening Citizen. It only costs

ICE CREAM.
WE
SERVING LOUDENS

ICE CREAM,
MADE FROM
PURE JERSEY CREAM, NO
EGGS, NO GELATIINE, NO
PURE
CHEMICALS
JUST
JERSEY CREAM, GRANULATED SUGAR AND FLAVORING.
ALL
WE ARE SERVING
THE NEW AND POPULAR
"
FOUNTAIN DRINKS.
A
YOU
TRIED
HAVE
SUNHASH
"HEAVENLY
DAE?" IT IS DELIGHTFULLY'
DELICIOUS. SERVED ONLY
AT OUR FOUNTAIN.

WEDNESDAY, MAY

I

THE TASTE
Tells the Truth
ABOUT

CITIZi.'N.

EVENING

ALBUQTTERQUE

PAGE TWO.

Money

l Tt

Extends to Depositors every proper Accommodation, and Solicits New
Accounts Capital, $150,000.00.

Loan

OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS
LUNA, President; W. S. Strlckier, V. P. and Cashier; VT.
J. JOHNSON, AssL Cashier; Wm. Mcintosh, J. C. Baldrldge, Solomon Luna, A. M. Blackwell, George Arnot, 0. E. Cromwell.

SOLOMON

DEPOSITORY FOR THE ATCHISON, TOPEKA

and

Officers) and Direct ore.

JOSHUA S. RAYNOLD
M. W. FLOURNOT ,
FRANK McKEB
R. A. FROST
H. F. RAYNOL.DS

(Homestead Entry No. 5956.)
Department of the Interior, Land
fice at Santa Fe, N. M., .May

tfty'

U. 8. DEPOSITORY.

I500.0004

w.r

$250,000.00

Banta Fe Railway Company

4k

OOXTKXDXCO000X000000CXXDCOO
g

YOUR ACCOUNT

12,

1906.

ALBUQUERQUE,

Robbed.

River-ton- ,

W. Fouts, postmaster at
la., nearly lost his life end was
robbed of all comfort, according to
his letter, which says: "For 20 years
I had Ohronlc liver complaint, which
led to such a severe case of Jaundice
that even my finger nails turned yellow; when my doctor prescribed Electric Bitters; which cured me and
have kept me well for eleven years."
Sure euro for Biliousness, Neuralgia,
Weakness and all Stomach, Liver,
Kidney and Bladder derangements. A
wonderful tonic. At all drug stores.
50 cents.
FOR PUBLICATION.
(Homestead Entry No. 6293.)
Department of the Interior, Land
fice at Santa Fe, N. M., April

N.

i

M.

DIRECTORS.

8

WM. FARR.
O. N. MARRONX
I. A. DYE.
J. A. WEINMAN.
F. H. STRONG.
E. A. MIERA.
D. H. CARNS.
JAY A. HUBBS.
J. B. HERNDON.

000CCC00C3 oo ccccxzxccczxxcco
"OLD RBLIABLE"

ESTABLISHED 1171

PUTNEY

L. B.

WHOLESALE

GROCER

Flour, Grain and Provisions
Carries the Largest and Most Exclusive Stock of Staple Grocerl
In the Southwest.

FARM AND FREIGHT WAGONS
RAILl DAD AVENUE

ALBUQUERUE, N. X.
'

ABSOLUTE CLEANLINESS

II

1

t

l

i

i

NOTICE

of-

26,

1906.

Notice is hereby given that the following named settler has filed notice of his intention to make final
proof in supports of his claim, and
that said proof will be made before
the United States Court Commissioner
at Albuquerque, New Mexico, on June
6, iyo6, viz.: Jesus Garcia y Ixpez, of
Carpenter,
Bernalillo county, New
Mexico, for the west half of the southwest quarter of section 12, township
10 north, range 5 east.
He names the following witnesses
to prove his continuous residence
uKin and cultivation oof said land,

my-f-

We want your banking business, whether your account be large
or small, and offer In return for same every attention and business
courtesy, the account will warrant.
We take every precaution to
guard the interests of our depositors. Our bank Is equipped with
every necessary facility for SAFETY, and all business entrusted
to its care receives the PERSONAL attention of one of Its officers.

viz.:

Kenneth C. C. Gunn. E. B. Millett,
George II. Pradt. and John S. Pradt,
all of Laguna. New Mexico.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Register.

IS WELCOME

at the

Of-

Notice is hereby given that the following named settler has filed notice of his intention to make final
proof In support of his claim, and
that said proof will be made before
tiie probate
clerk at Albuquerque,
New Mexico, on July 5, 1906, viz.:
John M. Gunn, of Laguna, Valencia
county, N. M., for the north half of
the northeast quarter of section 26,
township 7 north, range 6 west.
He names the following witnesses
to ppave his continuous residence
upon and cultivation of said land,

G.

President
Ylce President
Cashier
Assistant Cashier
Director

conveyancing,

FOR PUBLICATION.

Postmaster

.

........

Authorized Capital
Paid Up Capital, Surplus and Profits

Fortunate Missouriana.
"When I was a druggist, at Livonia,
Mo.," writes T. J. Dwyer, now of
Graysvllle, Mo., "three of my customers were permanently
cured of
consumption by Dr. King's New Discovery, and are well and strong today.
One was trying to Bell his property
and move to Arizona, but after using
New Discovery a short time he found
it unnecessary to do &:. I regard Dr.
King's New Discovery as the most
wonderful medicine In existence."
Surest Cough and Cold cure and
Throat and Lung healer. Guaranteed
by all druggists.
50c and $1. Trial
bottles free.
NOTICE

RY.

ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.

Depository lor Atchison, Topeka
work

8ANTA FE

&

FIRST NATIONAL BANK

PORTERFI ELD COMPANY.
110 West Gold Avenue.
Notarial

at

recIs a feature that Immediately
open
ommends modern sanitary
t'hmibing and its accessories to all
A
believers in household hygiene.
bath room can be kept clean and
sweet as your dining room. But all
good systems can be made bad by inferior workmanship. So to make assurance doubly sure, 'see to it that
your plumbing contracts are given to
the Standard Plumuinjr & Heating Co.
We carry the finest lino of garden
hose in the city.

Standard Heating & Plumbing
Auto phone, 671.

Co.

Colo., Red 284.

J. C. BALDRIDGE
NATIVE AND CHICAGO LUMBER
BIIERMAN-W1LLIAM-

S

PAIN- T- uuiLDING

Covers more, looks best, wears
longest, most economlacl. full
FIRST STREET AND COAL AVE.

-

Always In
PAPER
lasU'r' Urae' CenUDt'
Paint, Glass, Sash Doors, Etc.

B,ock'

1

ALBUQUERQUE, NEW

MEXICO.

viz.:

Leandro Jaramlllo, Tedro Garcia,
Francisco Olguin and Ilario Gutierrez,
all of Carpetner, New Mexico.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Register.

KILL the COUCH

CURE the LUNC8

AND

Dr. Eling's
New Discovery
WITH

s

FOR

0NSUMPTI0N
0UGHS and

0L0S

Pries

50c

&

$1.00

Wholesale Grocers
Wool, Hide and Pelt Dealers
ALBUQUERQUE

AND LAS VEGAS

Free Trial.

and tiuicucat Cure for all
THROAT and LUNO TROUB.
US3, or MONtl BACK.
Bui-ea- t

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.
arvjtvHNaTsI

WEDNESDAY, MAY

'ALBUQUERQUE

16, 1906.
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PACE THREE.

INTERNATIONAL

JF

BOILERMAKERS'
ASSOCIATION
Cotton Seed Oil Makers
by Pure

Affected

DO WN-

-

Present Prices of Lots

in

Food Law.
CAPT.

University Heights

KOtHLER REPROVED

Mississippi Branch Colonial
Dames Supply Silverware
For Ship Mississippi.

Then Look at Them Again in

Milwaukee,
May 16. Thlil
Wis..
fifth annual convention of the Inter
national Master Boiler Makers' As
Aociatlon opened yesterday far a four
days session. Between two hundred
and three (hundred debates are lnj
attendance and many of them are accompanied by their wives. All parts
of the United States, Canada and Mexico are represented. The headquarters
of the association U at the St.
Charles Hotel. Anions the delegates
present are many prominent railroad
men. The convention Is of considerable Importance, and an interesting
Many
(program has leen arranged.
highly Important and Interesting
will be discussed and a number
of valuable essays will be read. .
The International Railway Master
Boiler Makers' Association was organized in St. Louis, In May, 1902.
its membership Is limited to master
iKiiler makers, assistant foremen ana
practical general Inspectors In service of two years' duration, engaged
In railway and locomotive building
shops.
It now (has a membership
nearly
of about 200, representing
every Important railroad In the United
States, Canada and Mexioa. J. T.
Goodwin, of the American Locomotive
Works, Richmond, Va is the presi
dent of the association.

i

IX MOMTM,S

sul-Jec-

COTTON

TERRITORIAL TOPICS
CUTTING AFFRAY IN
"RED LIGHT" DISTRICT.
Last Sunday night a serious cutting
affray took place in what is called
the "red light" district in the Huena
Vista addltlcm of Raton. The Quarrel
In which the me-- engaged arose over
one of the female denizens of that
place. Ralph Owen and one Black-ma- r
were engaged, and cut each other
ladly. It may be that both will succumb to their Injuries.
n

SEED OIL

MEN IN CONFERENCE.
Atlanta, Ga., May 16. Several hun

.

'

ARTHUR ILFELD TO

'

dred delegates, from all parts of the
east, south and southwest, are assembled here to attend the annual
convention of the Interstate Cotton

-

Association, which
seed Crushers'
oixnied yesterday for a three days
session. The opening session Of this
convention, which Is the tenth ever
held by the organization, was called
promptly to order by L. A. Ran
om, of this city, the chairman of the
committee on arrangements, who. welcomed the delegates In a short address. The present convention Is of
more than ordinary importance, as
some very important matters will be
discussed, among them foreign tariffs, particularly those of France and
,
operate
which
against, cotton oil products. An ef- fort will be made to have these tnr Iff lnuerert
Another Imnortknt. mat-ter to be discussed will be that of
foreign trade expansion.
Particular
attention will be given to the South
and Central American countries, and
means will be devised by which these
markets can be opened to an extent
greater than ever attempted befcre.
Another matter, not. so important, as
the others, but still affecting cotton
oil interests, is the recent pure food
law passed by the senate. This law
affects oleomargarine, a product into
which cotton seed oil entered to a
considerable extent. An effort will
also le mado too. encourage the purchase by southern customers of the
southern cotton seed mills.
Austro-Hungary-

1

OBSTEPEROUS

CAPTAIN

WAS REPRIMANDED.
Washington, D. C, May 16. The

ar Department has received the rcc
ord In tile court martial case of Cap
tain L. M. Koeihler, of the Fourth
Cavalry", who Is on duty in the Philippines, and who got into trouble by
against
making baseless charges
Major H. L. Scott, the cavalry officer
who has leen distinguishing himself
at Yolo, who made a fine record in
Cuba, and was one of the old Indian
fighters. Captain Koehler appears,
fro mthe record to have been lacking
in tact, land to have produced a disturbance in the garrison wthere iie
was stationed. He was sentenced to
be reprimanded by the reviewing authority, who chanced in this case to
le General T. H. Bliss, who regarded
the sentence as altogether Inadequate.
General Bliss added: "The evidence
shows that Captain Koehler has been
guilty of conduct which Indicates that
no is seriously wanting In those clear
cut and well defined conceptions- of a
soldier's duty, which should be found
in every oftieer of the army; that his
conception of the standards of conduct and uprightness as they exist In
the army, are distorted to a degree
not found in the just and fairminded.
In administering the reprimand the
reviewing authority would remind
Captain Koehler that he should cultl-attuoso habits of true si Ulierly
subordination which the evidence, in
this case shows hi in to lack."
e

NEW

FOR

SOUVENIR

da Ltanir miaaiaoirn.
Washington,
C, May 1G.
I

I

I.

,

,

Through John Sharp Williams of
Mississippi, the Mississippi branch of
the Society of Conolnial Dames presented to Assistant Secretary Newberry of the Navy Ptparunent a silver "loving cup for tne battleship
building.
Mississippi, which is
The cup will W formally presented to
l
ihe officers of he ship lefore it is
placed in commission.
n.-i-

MUNICIPAL

OWNERSHIP

CONGRESS MEETS.
Ijondon. May 10. The Municliwl
Ownership congress was opened yesterday, with a large number of delerepresenting
gates in attendance,
nearly every lmiortam city in Great
Britain and her colonies, various
European cities and a few delegates
from the United States and Canada.
Many prominent leaders in the municipal ownership movement are among
the delegates, and will deliver addresses before the congress. Melville
K. Ingalls, railroad president and the
chairman of the American Civic Fedcommittee on munic-ia- l
eration
ownership, is among the delegates. Previous to his arrival !n this
city, Mr. Ingalls made a tour through
various European cities to study the
He
subject ' f niuniclal ownership.
!ent a week in Vienna studying the
spt-ci-

The Watch-Dog in your

MARRY

MISS

ROSS

Announcement Is made of the betrothal of Miss Bessie Ross of Portland, Ore., who until recently lived In
Las Vegas, and Arthur llfeld, of the
wholesale firm of Charles llfeld & Co.,
of las Vegas. It Is not stated Just
when or where the wedding will take
place. The engagement was given
publicity Saturday, following the receipt of a cablegram from the prospective groom's parents in Germany,
giving their consent.
various departments of the city organizations. He found Vienna a particularly interesting center for his
mission, as the city has developed
municipal ownership to a greater ex- than any other European city.
National League.
V lenna
owns and manages Its own
At Cincinnati
R. II. E.
gas, water, electric lighting and
1
5 4
tramway systems, a cemetery and has Cincinnati
4 8 3
gone so far as, to pur- New York
recently
Batteries Frazer and Schlel; Wil-tschase a municipal brewery.
Bresnahan and Donlin.
R II. E.
ai
LUTHERANS OF NEW
5 6 1
JERSEY HOLD SYNOD J ,tsburg
4 8 1
Newark. N. J., May 1G. The Luth-- ' Philadelphia
Phillppi and Gibson;
Batteries
eran conference of the Evancelical
Lutheran Synod of New York and Sparks, Pittinger and Dooin.
R. H. E.
At st- Iouis
New Jersey opened here this morn- 5 8 4
ing at Trinity English
Lutheran st- - Louis
3 G 8
was large Bs,on
church. The attendance
McFarland and Grady;
and every district of the diocese well! Batteries
represented.
The morning session Young and Needham.
R. H. R
At Chicago
was devoted to the readinc of renorts
4 1
and' other routine business, and at 11 Chicago
2
4
was Brooklyn
o'clock the regular conference
Batteries
and
Beebe
Wicker.
begun, to which the public in general
was admitted. A number of interest Kling; Eason and Ritter.
ing addressfs were delivered. There
American League.
will also 'be an afternoon and an evenAt New York
R. H. E.
ing session.
4
6 2
Cleveland

mm

tt

en

e,

'

1

-

MEMBERS MEET TO PRO- MOTE MUSEUM
INTERESTS
Newt York, May 16. An interesting-meetin-

of directors, curators and
other representatives of all important museums in the United States,
Central and South America, was opened at the American Museum of Nat-

ural History yesterday. The Idea of
the meeting Is to discuss matters of
mutual interest to museums, and to
form an association of museum directors, for the purpose of improving
and systematizing methods In all the
American museums.
HOW IT STICKS.

New York

5 13

3

Batteries Bernhard
and Bemis;
Newton and McGulre.
R. II. E.
At Philadelphia
Chicago
0 5 1
1
6 4
Philadelphia
Sullivan;
Batteries Altrock and
Plank and Pow?Ts.
R. H. E.
At Washington
Washington
5 11 2
0 4 2
Detroit
Batteries Falkenburg
and
Eubanks, Wlggs and Schmidt.
R. H. E.
At Boston
9 14 1
St. Ixwis
5 10 4
Boston
Batteries Pelty,
and
Jacobson
Spencer; Tannehill, Armbruiser and
Kitt-redg-

e;

Albuquerque Has Found It Hard to Gibson.
Shake Off.
Hard tolear, harder to get rid of!
American Association.
Is any itching skin complaint,
At Kansas City
4
Eczema or itching piles.
Kansas City
6
Doan's Ointment relieves and cures Toledo
all itchiness of the skin.
At Milwaukee
Albuquerque people endorse this Milwaukee
3
statement.
5
Columbus
A. M. Whitecmb, nurseryman, cor- At Minneapolis
1
ner of Eighth and Tijeras streets, Minneapolis
4
fays: "In my estimation there Is no Indianapolis
intment for the purpose that Is used
At St. Paul,
5
that can equal Doan's. There was St. Paul
a spot below my knee which annoyed Louisville
0
me for ten years. I nliko eczema, it
Western League.
did not spread out. but at times It
R. H. E.
At Lincoln
itched so ex:?speiating!ny, particu7 14
0
larly after I went to bed or sat by the Lincoln
0 2 3
sieve, that I scratched
it until it Denver
Eyler
ami
Batteries
Zinran
smarted, before relief came. I tried
every salve, and ointment I came Wright and Weigart.
R. H.E.
At Des Moines
across; when) one did not help nie, I
10 io 1
bought, another and applied it. Read- Des Moines
3
6
7
ing al ut Doan's Ointment Induced Sioux City
Stoup
and
Batteries
Brinker.
me to go to a drug store for a box.
In a few days the itchiness ceased, Towne; Reedcr, Jarrott and O'Neill.
and the life of the part affected was
Office Chief Quartermaster, Denver,
r
killed, for up to date, and it m
Colorado. April 14, 1'JOii. Sealed prosix months since I stopped the posals In
will be received
use of tho salve, there has not been here and attriplicate
office of Quartermaster at
a symptom of ps apiearanee."
post below named, until 11 a. m.,
For Kale by all dealers. Irice f.O each
May 15, l'.oifi, for furnishing Wood,
Co., Buffalo, N. Fuel, Coal,
ctuts. Foster-MilburBlacksmith's Coal, CharV.,
le agents for the United States.
Corn, Oats. Bran, Hay and Straw,
Remember the name Doan's and coal.
or Hay for bedding, required during
65
take no other.
the fiscal year ending June 30, 1907,
at Fort Apache, Fort Huachura, and
PROSPECTIVE BUILDEftS.
Barracks,
Whipple
Arizona; Fort
Remember, Eureka U the only lime Ugan and Denver. Colorado; Fort
sold here that will not pop, crack or Bayard and Fort Wingate, New Mex- blister in the wall. See that It Is ico, and Fort Douglas and Fort
Duchesne, Utah. Proposals for quanspecified In your contract.
tities less than the whole required, or
HAHN & CO.
o-for delivery at other points than those
Deaths from Appendicitis
named, will be entertained.
United
decrtase in the same ratio that the states reserves the right to accept or
use of Dr. King's New Life Pills in reject any or all bids or parts thereof.
creases. They save you from danger Information furnished on application
and tiring quick and painless release here or at ntlW s of respective post
from constipation and the ills grow- - quat termasu rs.
Envelopes to
be
ing ut or it. strength and vigor al- - marked. "Proposals fur Fuel, Fora;
ways follow their use.
Guaranteed and Straw nt
."
by all druggists.
25c. Try them.
a. H. McCAUI.EY, Chief Q. M.
now-ove-

.

HOPI INDIANS OBJECT
TO SCHOOLING CHILDREN
Superintendent T. G. Lemrnon was

at Holbrook from

Vest Pocket

Y

In the Bowels, or exist

can buy Health Insurance
now.
Several good " Accident "
Companies sell It.
Sixty dollars per year will bring you
$25.00 per week, for every week you are
Sick.
But, your time alone may be worth far
more than that.
And $200 per week might not pay for
your suffering.
That's why "Cascaret" Insurance which
prevents Sickness. Is worth ten times as
much money as other " Health " Insurance.
Yet "Cascaret Insurance'1 will cost you
less than Ten Cents a week.
. That
gives you a "Vest Pocket" Box
to carry constantly.

and upon going to the house for that
purpose recently,
discovered that
some one had broken In and searched
the house throughout In search of
valuables.
Mrs. Chase was at once Informed cf
the affair and her mother, Mrs. Gass,
immediately came up, and upon investigating found that several suits
of clothing, as wieJl as many olher
articles, had leen taken, but Just how
much, oamnot be determined until the
arrival of Mrs. Chase, who is more
familiar with what was in the house.
TAKES PRISONER
BACK TO AZTEC

Boone C. Vaughn, sheriff of San
Juan county, was at Santa Fe Monday
night and yesterday, returned with F.
M. Harrison, a horse dealer, who was
arrested at Raton Saturday night by
Mounted Policeman Huber. Harrison,
who was in the employ of the Hartman
Stock company, spent some time In
Santa Fe recently, trying to dispose
of two blooded stallions.
Unable to
sell them here, he departed for Albuquerque and from there to San Juan
county. It Is not known in Just what
manner the law was broken but a
charge of forgery, and another of securing money under false pretenses
have been lodged against him. Sheriff
Vaughn took the prLsoner to Aztec, the
county seat, where he will be held
until he furnishes bail or stands trial.

through poor
Nutrition.
Cascarets don't purge, don't weaket,
don't Irritate, nor upset your stomach.
No, they act like Exercise on tha
Bowels, Instead.
They stimulate the
to
contract and propel the Food naturally
past the little valves that mix Digestive
Juices with Food.
They strengthen these
by exercising them.
Bowel-Muscl-

Bowel-Muscl-

The time to take a Cascaret Is the very
minute you suspect you need one.
When your tongue Is coated a little.
When your breath Is not above)
suspicion.
When your head feels dull, dizzy, or
achy,
When you have eaten too heartily, or
too rapidly.
When you have drunk more than was
good for your digestion.
When you have a touch ol Heartburn,

"Indigestion" means food eaten but
only partially digested.
"Constipation" means food retained In
the body undigested too long, till it decavs.
It then supplies the poisons of decay
to the system, In place of the nourishment
it might have supplied. m
Isn't that a tremendous handicap worth
Insuring against?
What does it cost to Cure Constipation
or Indigestion, with their train of small
and great Ills, and to Insure against a
return of them?
Not so very much.
One 10 cent box of Cascarets per week,
at most, perhaps half that.
One candy tablet night and morning,
taken regularly for a short time, Is warranted to cure the worst case of Constipation or Indigestion that walks the earth.

g,

or

a

Comlng-on-Col-

d.

Keam's canyon,
says the Argus. Mr. Lemrnon reports
having had a grout deal of trouble
Carry the "Vest Pocket" Box where It
with the Hopi Indians over the school
belongs, just as you would your Watch,
proposition. Some of them are willing
Pocket-knif- e
or
and glad to have a chance to give
It costs only 10 cents. At any drugtheir children to the government
schools and they may have to enter- DEATH OF WOMAN, WHO
gist.
tain a detachment of soldiers htrfore
WAS SHOT BY LOVER.
Be sure you get the genuine, made only
they realize that Uncle Sam is going
JuaniM Lucas, who was. shot, beat-- j
by
the Sterling Remedy Company, and
to educate the youngsters, no mutter en and kicked almost to death at
never sold In bulk. Every tablet stamped
how the older Indians feel.
Cimarron by Robert Mare, almost a
"CCC."
month ago, died Friday last at noon.
THE USUAL INSANITY
The woman, who is said to have been
REPORTED FROM ARIZONA the mistress of Mnrez, was in a sa- Deputy Sheriff 1011lams came to loon at Cimarron when he attacked
FREE. TO OUR FRIENDS!
tV
We want to tend to our friends a beautiful
Phoenix from Gila Bend with a man her. She was knocked down, then
BONBON BOX.
suspected of being Insane. He was a slid, and afterwards dragged out of
One tablet taken whenever you suspect
In colors.
It is a beauty for tbe
machinist for a mining company at the saloon into the yard and brutally you need will Insure you against 90 per dressing table. Ten cents in stamps is asked as a
it
measure of good fait h and to cover cost ol Cascarets,
AJo( where he went wrong. He was beaten ami kicked into Insensibility.
7
which tKls dainty trinket Is loaded.
brought into Gila Bend In a wagon, She has lain between life and death cent of all other ills likely to attack you. with
Send
mentioning this paper. Address
Because 90 per cent of Ihese Ills begin
and it was necessary to secure him for four weeks.
Sterling Remedy Company, Chicago or Mew Votk.
tightly- with roies. He was naturally
Marez. the ierpetrator of the crime,
in a worse condition on his arrival. escaped. He was indicted by the
Since then there was an improvement grand Jury for shooting with intent
and the next afternoon he appeared to kill, but ho lias since evaded the
to be nearly wholly restored. He will officers and Is at large. Now that the
be given an examination for Insanity.
woman is dead, It Is probable that a
strenuous attempt will bo made to
"Charley" is one of the most valuTOWN
THE
OF
TO SAVE able adjuncts of the city health buand capture him and bring him "CHARLEY," UNABLE
OROGRANDE
INCORPORATED to justice.
reau. Although unexplalnable,
BEPROPERTY FROM FIRE,
hiff
The election for tho Incorporation
system has lent itself to the producCOMES
SAVIOR
LITTLE;
THE
OF
Orogrande
of
which was held Monday NARROW ESCAPE FOR
more
tion
of
serum
for
the bureau
ONES AFFLICTED WITH DIPH.j than any other animal
passed very quietly as there was but
CHILDREN IN BURNING HOUSE
that has beeu
one ticket in the field. The vote was
The homo of Mrs. W. Walsh, a cotTHERIA
THE
SOURCE
OF experimented upon.
very light, much lighter than was ex- tage belonging to Mrs. Stevenson, In
$1,000 WORTH
Onoe a week one of the city phyON
pected. Forty-tw- o
votes were cast Wiseman's addition, was entirely desicians prepares a big bowl of broth,
A MONTH
A
GREAT
RECORD
for incorporation and none against thfe stroyed by fire Wednesday night at
thoroughly Infected wtth diphtheria
EVEN FOR A HUMAN.
project. The members of the new midnight, says the Raton Range.
bacilli. A quart of the poisoned fluid
board of town trustees were elected Everything In the house was burned
Is placed In a hypodermic syringe and
by the following votes: R. O. Mullen and Mrs. Walsh barely succeeded In
PiWsburg, Pa., May 16. If you wre through a slender tube extending five
42; M. A. Gleason 40; R. It. Wade 40; saving her two boys, who were sound
or six inches tnta "Charley's" shouldSpecial
Correspondence:
B. C. Thayer 36; scattering 4.
The asleep when the firo was discovered.
er, this ipolson is forced into the
members of the board of education The house adjoining, belonging to; a doctor and had naved the lives of horse's blood vessels.
are as follows: E. H. Stettmand, W. Mrs. Morris, was saved by hard work, 5,000 of God's littlo children, the loft-After five or six days the toxia
R. Brown, E. Beasley, 42 votes each; although It was on Are several times, lost place In
the hearts of humanity had Infected every drop of blood In
W. D. Brown. 39 votes.
Mrs. Walsh spent the evening with would
le yours.
the horse's body. The physician then
neighbors, Wednesday evening, and
But If you were a horse and did Inserts the nozzle of a syringe .Into
BOY DISOBEYED ORDERS
returned s hortly after 11 o'clock. She the same thing?
one of "Charley's" great veins and
AND BURNED TO DEATH lighted a lamp in tho house and then
"Charley," as he Is known in. the draws out two gallons of bkod,
Joaquin Alvarado, a boy who lived stepped out for a few minutes.
When city stables of Pittsburg, a disabled
which, after undergoing a slight
wth his grandmother
in Cougress, sho returned sho found the entire InArizona, was burned to death on the terior of her home in flames. She sucnight of May 5. With the rest cf ceeded in carrying tho boys from the
the family he whs spending the evenburning rooms, but was unable to save
ing at a neighbor's and after much anything else in the house. Neighbors'
pleading he was permitted to go home Immediately came to the scene with
alone earlier than the others, with the lawn hose and the adjoining house
understanding that he would retire was kept, from burning until the ar-- j
Z
foil
After be rival of the hose cart, which was la- without striking a match.
had been gone about an hour the boriotisly drugged up the hill by J. C.
house was discovered to be on fire and King, assisted by three or four men
the little fellow burned up In it. It who volunteered. Tbe arrival of the;
...
is supposed he disobeyed his instruclarge hose undoubtedly saved tbe cot- tions, anil dropped a lighted match or tag- of Mrs. Morris. Tho Santa Ke
candle near something that took fire. cart also arrived on the scene about
the same time as did the city cart,
FIGURES FOR SHEEP
necessary to use two
TO
REMEMBER but it was not
RAISERS
An Arizona man has ciiruluted the lines of hose and the shop's boys did
S
expense of running a straight ewe not throw water.
band of 2,oii(l a follow-- . Taxes, 12u;
FIND THfc CHICKERING STORE
wages, two men at ?'
$7so; living,
two men at $2r, $:'.iih; shearing, eleven
cents a bead, $:':' i; extra expenses,
Wherever you go, you will find the
lambing, thirty
$:: living of
"
three extra men. thirty days, $37.50; Ing & Sons to be the best place to
I
sundries, $2imi; salt. 4.K
pounds, look for pianos of less expensive
I'll. So; wear and tear ot eamp outfit, grade.
$75: extra expense, I.i'. ih lainl.s at 25
Tho name Chlckering Is In Itself
cents a head, $4ou; loss seven percent almost a guarantee of that store's
140 ut $3 $420; loading
woo $io. methods. You may safely depend upon
Total, $2,717.30, or $M' per capita for Its advice as to the other maRes it
the year. The receipts were as fol- handles. In New Mexico the Chick- lows: 2.700 for l.'i.r.no pounds of wool; ering is represented solely by
$4. Mmi f,,r 1.i;oo iambs at $;! a head of
"CHARLEY" AND RIS GROOM.
MUSIC CO.
THE WHITSON
a total of $7.5iio.
Kxehaiige.
.
o
Why take a dozen things to cure f'ue horse, is the animal whleh has chemletl change, Is ready to be usod
HOUSE BREAKERS AT
'rough?
Ijsxatlve the proudest life saving reioid of any to combat diphtheria.
Kennedy's
Writ
IN
WORK
DEMING.
allays the con- creature not ..f the hum.tn species in
"Charley" has bet on:e so used to
time within lu- I'asl wenk Honey a:id Tar allays
'bat tirkling, rives the the world.
gestion,
ih.- residenie of
the opratiun that be pays uo more at.
1.
'!:i e in
your
bowels.
Sold
wa-- i
Wtihln nine months this horse h'is tention to the syringe than he would
entered an. t..t - U'ked in it cold oil! tliroHL.li
tix st thorough manii. t. t m one end by J. 11. O'Hb liy & Co.
produced anti-toxiworth over $13,-oo- to a fly n his bac k. He Is unaffected
or more than $l,ooo worth a by the loss of two gallons of blood at
l the other,
.a llight,
th.put
,ohn
to
ne
tin:.
if
I'ritv
ixH-Ti. "entire family I.
at inn-- , and on giHd feeding and
in a M, :0, mom h.
r Klijah M"se.
He ha. during this time, saved the grooming is kept in excellent condiior seine wreK.- - pis', they being and
3n,
mclodr lira
in 1"1 l'as' utten lin-- : i:..- bedside . f
course, never
Harness,
lives of over 5,i)imio children stricken tion.
t oik lies 1:1s
Mr. Clia.-e- . who is s. :i'"i- ill In that
back now.
!!
M'r'i and Ciartleld with diphtheria.
Anyway.
city. Mrs. W. Mag. tia
Ilialvi-.iII
The amount of suffering he has alHell Ito:is been at- have sun .''''.'
tending to watering the li .tise plants ers talk.
Try a Citizen want ad.
leviated Is beyond estimate.
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Albuquerque OutlooEl sleeper,

"Watchman, what of the night?" Wake up.
and look around. The night has passed. The sun of prosperity Is riding high In Albuquerque's heavens. The fart
ia there never has been any night In the history of this
city. There was day dawn when the Santa Fe reached
here, there was sunrise when the A. & P. hegan running
Its trains from the city; and from that moment to the
present time, the sun has Rhone brighter and brighter
unto the perfect day,
Nature gave Albuquerque her geographical position
and man has done the rest. I'hyslcal conformations have
dedicated this locality to a great city from the very first.
The Pueblo saw it, and here he built his town of many
of Its influence and
stories. The Spaniard felt the
home. The Amerihis
made
he
here
camped
and
here he
can was too wise to bo deceived, and here he joined together his lines of railway east, west and south making
Albuquerque for all time the metropolis of New Mexico.
Hence, as the territory has grown and waxed fat in
wealth, Albuquerque has thriven, the Sunshine Iand and
lier metropolis advancing along the path of prosperity
hand in hand. Other towns have arisen and are flourishing with the development of their respective sections, but
not one has in anywise trenched upon the patrimony of
the Duke City. For all growth in population, In wealth,
In enlarged interests, in new enterprise In discovered resources, has but contributed Its quota to the growth of
New Mexico's chier city; until today It Is probable that in
all elements and evidences of substantial achievement
in ail that marks a city Albuquerque can duplicate any
other two cities in the territory combined. In this comparison are included the items of population, public Improvements, public utilities, receipts of postofflce, express
company and railway station, wholesale and retail business, number and character of residences, number and
character of business blocks, bank showings, number "and
value of manufactures and number of workmen employed
in a word, everything which goes to indicate the prosperity of a city. But more of this tomorrow.

fce

CattlesBicKi

and Cattle

One of our exchanges thus sizes up the stock situation in this part of the territory, says the Denting Graphic.
"Stockmen in the vicinity of Doming are preparing

for the cattle movement. Although spring deliveries are
beginning a great many contracts have not yet been
closed, and buyers are still in the field. The excellent
condition of the ranges, the fine shape In which the cattle have come through the winter, and the prices which
have prevailed have made the cattle men optimistic.
There will be about 50,000 head of cattle in this section
for the spring delivery and they are in better shape than
for many years past. Prices this year are considerably
in advauce over last season, many cattlemen holding out
for 13 for ones, $16 for twos, and $19 for threes. A
have been closed at a lower figure, hut for the
most part everybody is holding his cattle at the above
figures, consequently not many large deals have been
closed, and there is a large number of cattle in this section yet to be brought for the spring delivery. However,
it is expected that all the cattle will be contracted for In
the next two weeks, and by the loth of May the big
ehlpments will be commenced."
All the world's eyes are now on Russia, where finally
the Imperial douma has been assembled to receive from
the czar the promised gift of constitutional government.
Althought it is many months since the imperial rescript

calling for a representative assembly was issued, Russia
baa remained in douU to what extent the czar would
share his power with the people, or if actually he would
share It at all. Uncertainty has been Increased by the
well known vacillation of Nicholas, by the rumors of his
weakmlndedness, by fear that the grand dukes would
succeed in unfavorably influencing the event, and by the
suspicion that the ruler and his advisers have been merely temporizing. It appears that the douma is one that
would show temper should it prove to have been called
on a fool's errand, since the constitutional democrats
comprise a majority of the members. Just what would
happen should the people find themselves duped again is
difficult to predict. The moment has come, however,
when the world will soon know.

Chattanooga Times: Vice President Fairbanks is to
be in Birmingham next week as the fraternal messenger
of the Methodist Episcopal church to the general conference of the Methodist Episcopal church, south, in session at that city and will make what is expected to be
a rather notable address In the performance of his mission. It is or should be an Instructive study to view the
religious sides of our public men although, curiously
enough, it is rarely done. President McKinley was a
man of deep religious conviction, as was also President
Harrison, both denominational, however, In their beliefs.
President Roosevelt, we believe, adheres to the Reformed
Dutch church, but he probably more generally conforms
In bis notions to the composite of American religions
than most of his predecessors, his creed being virtually
the golden rule, or the "square deal." Mr. Fairbanks Is
known as a devout Methodist, clean in his personal character and honorable In his public and official life.
New Mexican: It is conservatively estimated
that
1,200 homestead entries have been made in Quay county

since the first of January, 1905, or within the last sixteen
months. This means an Increase in population in that
county of between 4,000 and 5,000 people. In this connection also comes the good news that large proportions
of these immigrants are republicans, many of them having come from Kansas, Iowa and eastern Nebraska. This
demonstrates to a gratifying extent that the lies printed
and circulated by the yellow dog papers of New Mexico
are not keeping sensible people out of the territory to
any alarming extent.
Newton Republican:
Oil company is having a

The great and good Standard

great deal of trouble.

Commis-

sioner Garfield made a report which stirred up the animal. Then the president sent a message to congress
which added to this. Now the Interstate commerce cominvestigation
mission is holding
in Chicago.
an
There is evidence before that commission of the
Standard Oil's attempt
to corrupt
railroad employees and agents of independent oil companies ami
securing land leases fraudulently and selling three different kinds of oil out of the same tank and other things
too numerous to mention. Certainly the way of the
transgressor is hard.
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There Are Tricks' In
All Trades But Ours
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that many of the
In
up
cheap
restaurants where nothing Is
dishes served
wasted are to put It mildly, mysteries. But, on the other
hand, most people who patronize fashionable nnd more
restaurants are generally content to accept
ambitious
the menu for what It Is said to bo. This blind trust Is,
however. In many such restaurants somewhat abused,
and the amount of "faking" which goes on today In some
o
of the
t stabllshmcnts would probably surprise
those who are uninitiated In the higher branches of the
culinary art.
For Instance, by the addition of vegetable Juice Just
before being dished up, cod cutlets, are at seasons when
salmon Is very dear made to resemble the latter,
and are, needless to say, charged accordingly. This
of one of london's
"deception," according to an
leading restaurants. Is widely practiced not only In better
class restaurants, but nls on some of the great liners.
Another popular trick as practiced by the rentaurant-eu- r
Is to serve as veal beef done up overnight In salted
bandages, while a skillful chef has very little difficulty
in palming off whiting for sole on epicures who pride
themselves on the soundness of their Judgment of cookpeople
ing. A few weeks ago a dinner for seventy-fiv- e
was ordered at a well known fashionable restaurant. A
large assortment of salmon had previously been ordered,
but to the consternation of the chef the dinner hour slowIn despair
ly approached and still no salmon arrived.
the chef a Frenchman decided to "take the bull by the
horns" and procure another fish to do duty for the missing salmon. Accordingly, he set to work to turn cod cutlets into salmon cutlets, and this rapid transformation
was soon effected by an addition of vegetable Juice .The
waiters, who naturally were aware of this wholesale deception, were given express orders to report any complaints to the chef at once. However, to the Intense delight of the chef, all passed oft well, and on hearing that
his subterfuge had not been detected he gleefully
"Ah, a good cod and a French cook can work
miracles."
Green peas at certain seasons of the year are naturally a luxury quite beyond the reach of the man of average means, while even caterers for fashionable hotels
themselves frequently have the greatest quantity to meet
the demand. However, to fake peas does not offer any
great difficulty In times of stress, and by adding coloring
matter yellow peas are quite commoner served up as
green peas along with the duck and flavorless new potato, which more often than not comes from abroad.
Roast veal served with a thick white sauce makes,
says a well known chef, a most satisfactory substitute
for the breast of chicken, and therefore It does not come
altogether as a surprise to learn that the breast of one
"chicken" has been known to satisfy twelve hungry
diners.
"The staff take good care of the breast of a chicken,"
was the comment of a waiter, who was being for the
first time Initiated into the mystery of how to feed a
dozen people off one chicken.
Perhaps the cleverest deception practiced by eminent
chefs is the art of manufacturing the lobster patty, so
dear to the heart of the epicure. This appetizing dainty
would at first sight seem to defy even the most Ingenious
cookery fakir. However, here again the artful chef has
overcome apparently insuperable difficulties, and many
toothsome looking lobster patties are thus not always
quite what they are said to be.
The deception Is worked in this way: A common
crustacean is boiled and the meat carefully chopped off
and put into a mortar, while afterward part of the shell
Is added.
The mixture Is then vigorously pounded as
fine as possible and on the addition of flavoring it would
tax seur to detect any difference between this gastro-normi- c.
mixture and the genuine lobster patty.
"The various deceptions I have told you of," remarked the famous chef to the writer, "are naturally not
practiced every day, but are only utilized In times of
emergency, and those emergency moments arrive more
frequently than the trustful customer would like did he
but know."
It has almost passed Into proverb
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Cliff Dwellings
of New Mexico
William

L.

Finley,

In May

Pacific Monthly.

0000000000OC0
Two groups, of ruins are most

remarkable because
of their extent and marvelous architecture. There are the
ruins of the Mesa Verde of southwestern Colorado and
the ruins of the canyons de Chelly and Del Muerto, in
New Mexico and Arizona.
The Mesa Verde, the green mesa or table land, overlooks the valley of the Rio Mancoa, and Is seamed with
several canyons in all of which cliff dwellings of more or
less Importance have been found. While Jackson and
Holmes, members of the Hayden survey, In 1874 and 1875
discovered and described some ruins of this region. It
was left' to a cowboy named Richard Wetherlll to And the
most Important. He came upon them suddenly while
after a band of stray cattle. This discovery that many
a scientist would have traveled thousands of miles to
have had the honor of finding, was the village settlement
named by Wetherlll, "The Cliff Palace," on account of
Its striking magnificence and Its wonderful state of preservation.
Another Important set of ruins In the southwest is
that of the Chaco Canyon, in New Mexico, about sixty-fiv- e
miles off the main line of the Santa Fe. The chief
ruin here is that of the Pueblo Bonita. This pueblo is
built In approximately a
shape, with a total
perimeter of 1,500 feet. It was undoubtedly an ordinary
pueblo community house, and had in its complete con
dition 1,200 rooms. This is the estimate made by Richard Wetherlll, who located upon the Pueblo Bonita and
"took it up" as a homestead.
Near many of the cliff dwellings and other ruins in
teresting plcturegraphs are to be found; Indeed some of
them are actually on the walls of the buildings them
selves. There is no known method of Interpreting these
picturegraphs except by gaining their meaning from the
traditions of the Indians whose ancestors made them. On
one picturegrnph men are clearly to be seen as well as
the wavy lines, which often symbolize water.
It is not inappropriate in closing this cursory survey
of so large and important a field, to ask who were the
and where have they gone? Many theories
have been propounded, chief among which was that they
were Aztec who were on their way to their southern
home In Mexico. Hubert Howe Bancroft haa done more
than any one else to explode this theory. After having
disposed of the claim that they were Aztecs, Mr. Bancroft goes on to argue who they were. After a thorough
study of the remains found In the ruins and more particularly the legends of the Pueblo Indians, Navajos and
others, as to their own origin. Mr. Bancroft has con
Peub- cluded that the
and the present-da- y
l.is are one ami the same.
semi-circul-
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Denver Republican.

I as Vegas Weekly News: Practical
farmers and
gardeners of New Mexico are becoming to know that the
Campbell system is not only practical, but that it offers
advantages to the farmer in this territory not to be gained by Irrigation. The convention held here last Saturday
cannot but prove profitable not only to Uis Vegas bu: to
this part of the country at large. There are hundreds of
acres lying east and west, which are at present without
Recognized Hit Step.
value, which under the Campbell ystem can be cultiGen. Horace Porter was talking about a French artvated to advantage, and made ten times tneir present ist, says the Chicago Inter Oce-tn- .
value.
"The man Is talented and a good conversationalist,"
he said, "but he is too gushing. He is oversympathetic.
Raton Range: Considerable money is
expended tn his desire to be aureeal.lt? he goes too far.
now on the streets, hauling loose dirt about to till washed
"Perhaps I can best explain what I mean by a little
out places. The spring freshets will wash this all again, story the story of a young girl.
and the ruts will be filled again in the fall of next year.
"This young girl's sweetheart said to her one evening.
And still we have no provision for a stone yard. With
"'Were you aware that I passed your house last
mountains of rock on every hand we have none for the night r;
streets. The expenditure of a modest amount on a good
"'Of course, I was," she said. TKi you think I would
city Jail and stone yard would at the same time solve the not know your step?"
problem of what to do with petty criminals, hobos and
"But he, at this, grew grave and distant, for he had
passed In a cub ."
drunks, and give us material for street improvements.
--
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A meeting of Excelsior lodgo No.
iw.Dr,., i,r Honor, will bo iheld to
night at 7:l" o'clock In Odd Fellows'
hall.
0
The ladies of the Presbyterian
tomorrow afternoon
meet
will
cGurch
with Mrs.
in regular monthly
M
H
Hirt, 319 South Third street.

16, 1906.

Underwear..

1

Best-Jon-

is a hobby of ours and very
close to our hearts.
That is why you will
find here every good sort of Lisle, Wool, Cotton
and Linen, so that every Man may find the material he needs. Then you' will find here a variety
of all the sizes, so that

TTJNDERWEAR

,
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Hulil's, of tho high school
l:iua r,r 'nr, Tiiertfllnd tho memlicM
of the graduating class last evening

ji nn

M

wlta a l:ix party ai me casino.
Mrs. I.ouis F. Nohl, of Espanola
died at the sanitarium. In Santa Fe,
yesterday morning of pneumonia. The
deceased was the sister of Mrs. Frank
Bond, tho latter being tho wife of a
big general merchant
at Espnnola.
Funeral nnd burial took place nt Santa
Fe this afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. Maynard Gunsul of
South Third street entertained last
night in honor of Mr. and Mrs. W. H.
Cheatham of the Alvarado, who leaves
on Saturday for their new home at
the Busby hotel. South McAlester, I.
T. The affair was novel Indeed. The
guests were entertained at "keno'"and
"roulette," played without stakes. Re
freshments were served. Those presnt
were the host and hostess, the guests
of honor, Mr. and Mrs. M. O.
tho Misses Willey, Dr. E. J.
Alger and Samuel Plckard.
Chad-bourn-

Every Man May

Again, at most every price you will find our Underwear better than you usually find at the same price. We
want you to see our excellent Balbriggan Underwear at
50 C. per garment. Choice thin Underwear in other good

75c.

fabrics,
Furnuhtngs

o o

Florence Elizabeth Trouth.
This morning at 3 o'clock, at the
home of her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Charles F. Trouth, 1112 Williams
street, Florence Elizabeth Trouth,
aged 2 years, died of tubercular-meningiti- s,
after a long Illness. The funeral ceremonies will take place tomorrow afternoon at 2:30 o'clock,
from the Trouth residence, 1112 Wil
liams street. Interment In Fairvlew
cemetery.

to

$4.50

per garment.

and

Fine Clothing

e,

MORTUARY

Fine Clothing and
Furnishings

'

o

s Stoire
is to clean up stock
once yearly and open
season with new goods.

Mrs. Bettie Brumley.
Mrs. Bettie Brumley, aged 29 years,
wife of John Brumley, died at their
apartments in this city last evening

o
.

o:

o
0
0
0

o'clock, after a lingering illness
Deceased, with her
husband, son and mother, came here
some seven months ago from their
former home nt Do Kalb, Mo., to which
place the remains will be shipped tonight, accompanied by the husband
and mother.

at

Fitted.

fee

11

of tuberculosis.

Maria Chaves.
Maria Chavez, the
daughter of Nogola Chavez, residing
In Old Albuquerque, died this morning
at 3 o'clock of infant troubles. The
mother of the little girl died April 5,
and the child has leen 111 ever since.
The funeral will take place tomorrow
from the San Felipe de Nerl church,
interment in Santa Barbara.
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Not only means the

best shoes but it stands
equally for honest
ad-vertisin-
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FUNERALS
2- -1

Stncng's Sons, who are holding the remains of Charles A. White,
who died In this city Sunday, have
received a message from Harold
White, a brother of the deceased, living In Cleveland, Ohio, the deceased's
former home, Instructing them to hold
the remains until his arrival, which
will probably be sometime tomorrow.
O. W.
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David Welller writes a friend frrm
the old country that ihe expects to return to New Mexico about May 28.
Mrs. C. H. GildVrsleeve, of Santa
Fe, was In the city yesterday,
en
route home from a trip to the Pbss
pity.
Born, to Mr. and Mrs. T. E. Sullivan, a baby girl. Mr. Sullivan is
r
for the Economist Dry
Goods company.
Mrs. C. H. Gildersleeve and daughter. Miss Myrtle, who visited El l'aso
relatives and friends, passed up the
road for San:a Fe yesterday.
Mrs. Simon Xeustadt, wife of the
postmaster and general merchant at
I.os I.unas, is in the city, the guest
of her sister, Mrs.
Trauer.
C. A. Reynolds, proprietor of
the
Navajo hotel, near the American Lumber company's plant, left! last night
for a visit, to his old home In Verden,

1000
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0
pairs men's fine shoes
pairs women's fine shoes
0
pairs misses' and children's fine

shoes.
0

Our window display will
give you an inkling of the

shapes that stylish dressers
will wear, but come in and
carefully inspect the shoes

book-keepe-

themselves. We feel confi-

dent that if you are a man
who wants the best money
can buy we will have your
trade.

o:

0
0
0

0
0
0

HI.

Springer,
Frank
of
Colorado
Springs, Colo., has arrive! in the
city on a visit to his mother, Mra.
Emma S. Berry, residing on Stover
avenue.
Clinton J. Crandall, superintendent
of the Santa Fe Indian schools, arrived In the city yesterday from Santa
Fe and will remain several days
transacting business.
C. It. Spooner, the brick manufacturer, is enjoying a visit from his
uncle, u. c. Spooner, of Dinver, who
arrived this morning from El Paso,
after a trip through Old Mexico.
James Lucas, of Cerrillos, was. a
visitor in the metropolis today, transacting Imsiness. Mr. Lucas states
that tho country surrounding the town
of Cerrillos seems
prosperous and
business in all branches U good.
Louis Trauer, the sheep buyer, has
Ron- -, to Wlllard
to receive a train
load of sheep
which he purchased
fixnu Kstancia
valley raisers some
time ao. Tho sheep will bo shipped
to Colorado and Nebraska feeding

SHOE STORE
121 Railroad Ave.

Wm. CHAPLIN
o o o
Secondhand Typewriter Bargains
One new No. 6 Smith Premier,
wide carriage; 2 Smith Premiere,
No. 2; 3 Smith Premiere, No. 1;
3 No. 2 Remingtont; 1 No. 6 Remington; 1 No. 7 Remington, with
tabulator; 1 No. 5 Densmore, (almost new); 2 Sholes; 1 Jewett; 1

1 Chicago;
1 Manhatton;
(almost new); 2
1
Densmore, No. 4, (almost new.
The above machines must be
sold at once, to make room for my
new etock of Underwood typewriters. Wo guarantee these machines to be just as represented,
and they can be bought at real
bargains.

Lambert;

1

Fox,

Call-graph-

pens.
G. S. RAMSAY,
Tho open sea. n for trout fishing
401 West Railroad Avenue.
,
opened in this territory
and already preparations ar under
way among lovers of tho piscatorial
JEMEZHOT SPRINGS STAGE LINE
six'it in this city to make up parties
to
the Pecos in search of the
tinny tribe.
Carries the United States mall;

0
0

000000000

You Think Nothing!
of the money expended in keeping up your lodge rooms,
do you exercise as much care in making your homes as
comfortable? By your wife a Gas Range. It will be the

best gift you ever made her
Cooking demonstration Tuesday afternoon, May

15,

2:3a

ye.su-rday-

Janics

(J.

McNary, publisher of the only line with a change of stock en
route; good rigs, horses and drivers;
rig leaves Albuquerquo every Monday,
Wednesday and Friday, at 5 a. m. For
particulars, address W. L. Trimble &
Co.. agents, Albuquerque, N. M., or J.
II. BLOCK, Proprietor, Perea, N. M.

Optic, has gone to Chicago to pick
out tlio furniture which will be used
in equipping the handsome new- - Young
Men's Christian Association building
a' I. as Vegas. A car load of it will
bo mi ded, and It
will cost about
b'l'ii II. Avery, a well known
Mich., lumberman, was a.

t.

vij-i:-

F. G. PRATT

&

CO.

i

Albuquerque yesterday, mak-agents for Casino Canned Qoodt
tr;p to the American Lumber Sole
Jas. Hekln & Co.'s Cofteee, Jni
company's plant, which, he states, Is
boden'a Granite Flour.
ef tho biggest IndustrKs of its
k:" ni this portion of
middle
a

!'"!' Uupert

Staplo and Fancy
Groceries

Electric Building, 4th and Gold I
The Albuquerque Gas, Electric

oootooootoexooeotottxo
MELIN & EAKIN,
I

-

s

of N'

yes-'r.ia.-

Wholesali liquor and

Oar

Dealers

Exclusive Agents for Yellowstone and O. F. C. WTilskles, Moet ft
Cbandon White Seal Champagne. 8t. Louis A. B. C. Bohemian and
Jos. Schlltz Milwaukee Bottled Beers, and owners and distributor
of the Alavarado Whiskey. Write for our Illustrated Catalogue and
Price List. Automatic Telephone, 199. Salesroom, 111 South ririt
Street, Albuquerque, New Mezlc.

F. Asplund,
the
w Mexico, left,
for Santa Fe on business in
'lie ivcivsts of the university. Prof.
Butter Best on
GOOD MILK AND CREAM.
u
A' i: i will c ntinue on a three HUliboro Creamery
Hartfc.
SPRING CHICKENS FOR SALE.
tour of the territory, after a
sl""t visit In Santa Fe. iramacting Orders Solicited.
Free Delivery.
'', 'ie.-.Colo, phone, Jlk. 89.
1500 S. B'way.
for the university.
tl4 South eeeona Street
I

Light and Power Co.

Highland Jersey Dairy.

W. E.

MAUGER

WOOL

with Mauger

&

Avery, Boston

Office, 321 West Gold Avenue

ALBUQUERGUE,

N.

M.

WEDNESDAY, MAY

SANDOVAL

ALBUQUERQUE
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COUNTY

DISTRICT

CITIZEN REPORTER

BROWNS GO INTO
SEASON FOR BLOOD

COURT

EVENING CITIZEN:.

INVESTIGATING
SON'S DEA1II

CATCHES A THIEF

PAGE

railroaj mm, and wishes to thank
them for their kind treatment, and
aHlstan'e rendered, at the time of
the ri' nth of tils son, James P, Mc- -

After

COURT MAY

0T

LAST WEEK OUT LfcAVE FOR

In Sandoval county court yesterday in session at Bernalillo, Felipe
Bust cm was found guilty of sodomy.
Hustos was one of the first victims
rf the late lamented Sandoval county
grand Jury. This la one of th.e very
few cases of the kind to he found in
tho annals of Justice in New Mexico.
One Pueblo Indian was acquitted
of the unlawful shooting or deer,
while one was convicted and two
others pleaded guilty. Th? offenses
were committed in the Jtmcz moun-- j
tain country.
The court o utilities to hold daily
sessions in Rernalillo and return to
the city at night, going backward and
froward on the. morning and evening
trains, which run very convenient.
Though a large number of Indictments remain on the calendar, it was
started this morning that more than
likely the petit Jury would be dismissed ilefoTe the end of the week.
The upbraiding and summary
of the grand Jury on Monday
continues to be the subject of muoh
discussion, and if reports are to be
believed, the party la power in Sandoval county will bring charges
against the district attorney, but what
Chey will be, no one seems able
1o say. There is also some sarcastic
comment by the friends of the district attorney on the fact that the discharged Jurymen. at motionless under the stinging lash of the prosecutor, and made no response or defense
of their position, which was either
an admission of guilt or the lack of
ability to respond and remonstrate
against the charges made against
them.

RETAIL CLERKS TO
HOLD MEETING
TONIGHT TO FORMULATE PLANS
FOR

REDUCING NIGHT WORK-WI- LL
PUT A BASE BALL TEAM

IN THE FIELD.

At last night's meeting ct the retail grocery clerks of Albuquerque,
held in the office of the Armour Packing company, for the purpose of forming an organization, the plans were
fully completed for the permanent
formation of the organization, and tonight another meeting will be held to
uiscuss the matter of securing the
consent of the American Lumber company officials to change their payday
to the same date upon which the
Santa Fe Railway company pays its
employes, thus doing away with one
night upon which the clerks have to
stay on duty until 10 or 11 o'clock.
The Santa Fe pays on the 10th of
each nwmth, and the American, Lum
ber company on the lot'h, thus mak
ing. two nifihla. in. each, monta on
which the clerks have to labor. Their
idea Is to ask Uie American Lumber
company to make their pay day on
the llith, also, so that one niglit will
be done away with.
It la understood that all the mer
chants of the city favor this plan of
toe retail clerks and will assist them
in securing their objective pcint.
At last night's meeting some talk
of putting a base ball team from the
erocer3, in the field, was heard, and
It is mone than likely that this will
be done.

ROSWELL

GIVES

SATURDAY

A lively

Ar-no-

'

MARKETS

16.

Spelter,

Lead and Copper,
New York, May 16. Lead, firm, at
$,"..75(0 o.'jj; copper, firm, at $18.75

$19.00.

Provision!.
Chicago, Ala y 16. Following .were
closing prices:
Wheat May, 83c; July, &V4ft

81c.

Corn
Oats

May, 49c; July, 478C.
May,
July, 32

Pork
Lard
Ribs

May. $15.55; July, $15.62Mi.
May, $s.55; July, $8.65.
May, $8.85; July, $8.95.

32c.

FRIT Z

ARRESTED FOR

igating Death of His Son,
Jas". P. McGinty.

MILLER

''T

WAS

leave

w.ill

The Man of Business or the Home Library

A

SIX YEAR OLD CRIME
DESIDERIO AGUILAR TAKEN INTO
CUSTODY
AT
REQUEST OF
SHERIFF PERFECTO ARMIJO
ASSAULT
WITH ATTEMPT TO
KILL.

NOT A CASE OF SUICIDE

ft!

jh.

just received
large shipment of

!

33c;

1:40 o'clock.
It sceiiu that Will Mlllhause. who
has been working for the Zunl Moun-- j
tain Railway company, came to Albu- quetque a few days ago with a iocket'
lull of money and a check for sev- eral dollars more, a part of which he
proceeded to spend at the Savoy bar.
While tluTe he met a little German
with whom he became friendly, and
as the Gtrnian was without funds,,
proceeded to buy him his breakfast,
and also several glasses of beer.
Tills morning when Luke Walsh,
one of l!he
of the 'Savoy
liar came on watch, he found Millhanse
a't the saloon, somewhat tinder th
influence of liquor, treating his newfound German friend.
Iter, Mr. Walsh states. Mlllhause
and his friend went into the lack
room to take a snooze, and the saloon
keeper thought no mora about them
until shortly after 1 o'clock, wnen lie
saw the German dash out of the lle
door and down First street towards
the viaduct.
Thinking something was wrong, Mr.
Walslh walked Into the back room,
where he found Millhanse still asleep
with the pockets of his trousers cut
to shreds. He immediately woke
Millhause up and asked him if he
hadn't been robbed. Mlllhause searching himself, discovered that he had,
and an attempt was made to telephone
Uhe police, but
the 'phone was in
use.
Mlllhause then declared that he
would start out on the little German's trail himself, and wa just proceeding to do so, when Mr. Walsh,
looking through the window of his
saloon, saw the German walking along
towards the Alvarado hotel, and
yelled at him to stop. Instead of doing so, the German began to run. with
Millihause after him, about a dozen
lengths to the. rear.
A reporter for The Evening Citizen
who had Just ridden tip to the Savoy
hotel on his wheel, heard the commotion, and saw the German dashing
around the front end of the Alvarado.
Quickly doing a Sherlock Holmes
stunt, the reporter figured that the
German would make for the railroad
yards, and accordingly cut through to
the yardd himself, at the lower end of
the Alvarado, and was Just in time
to see the German jumping between
a string of 'box cars.
Hiding behind a box car, the reporter waited for the German, who
was headed his way, on a' dead run,
and was presently rewarded by having
the German run pluni.p Into his arms,
where he was held until the arrival
of Mlllhause and Assistant Marshal
Kennedy, who Hiad also Joined in the
chase,
When searched,, the German, who
gave his name aa Fritz Miller, had
all of Millhause'd money in his pocket,
amounting to $16.50, together with a
check from the Zunl Mountain Railroad company, besides the knife with
whicn he had slit the pockets of Mlllhause. The knife was purchaswl by
Mdllhauae for Miller, at 3. L. Bell &
company's store this morning.
Officer Kennedy then proceeded to
the city ibastile w ith Miller, while
'pocketing his recovered money
with glee, walked down with the officer to file a complaint against the
prisoner, neglecting
to even say
"thank you" to the reporter for
catching tho thief who had his money.
Miller, 'who seems to le about 27
years of age, will bo given a hearing
in police court tomorrow niorning at
9 o'clock, and as he was caught with
the goods on. will probably be bound
over to await the action of the grand
jury on a charge of grand larceny.
Mill-har.s-

'

morning, May 4, by his room-matHarry Kring, who had slept in the
same room with him throughout the
night, not dlseoveringShls death until
awakening next morning, have arrived
in the city and are Investigating their
Bon'a death; the senior McGinty not
being satisfied with the report that
his Bon committed suicide by taking
an overdose of morphine.
Today he called upon Chief of Po
lice McMillin and talked with him regarding the case, later visiting the office of City Physician Cams, where he
obtained a copy of the certificate of
his son's demise, which states that the
deceased came to his death through
morphine poisoning Injected into the
system through the right arm, but
adding that there was no indication
that the Injection was taken with suicidal intent.
"I am satisfied," said Mr. MOGInty,
In conversation with a representative
of The Evening Citizen, this afternoon,
"that my son did not kill himself.
There was no reason in the world why
he 8hould have don so. Te had a letter of credit In his pocket on my Denver agent, and couid have drawn what
funds he wanted to. He had a pass
in his pocket to Denver also, so you
see there was no need of his becoming
despondent concerning money mate,

tempt to kill.
Aguilar was arrested at his Tanch
Monday by Mounted Policeman Gomez
at. the request of Sheriff Armljo. He
was Just released from the territorial
penitentiary in January, where he had
Berved a two years' sentence for horse
stealing.
The crime for which he Is now wanted was committed some six years ago
when he and a sheep herder, T. Martinet, engaged in a quarrel on the
ranch of William Mcintosh, while
drunk, and Aguilar attempted to kill
Martinez.
It is also alleged that Aguilar knows
something about the assassination of
Col. J. Francisco Chaves in Torrance
county some time ago.

J. H. SHOEMAKER
General Repair Shop.

Furniture packed and crated; gas.i
line and gas stoves repaired.
Next to Walton's drug store, Sout'i
Third street.

Summer School
Albuquerque

Business Cell je.
OPENS
ters.
Monday, June 4, 190S.
"I cannot understand why my boy
was left to die, after being found alive. (Shorthand, Typewriting Bookkeeping,
Graded and High School Branches
If this Kring, who claimed to be a
$10.00 for ten weeks.
friend of his believed he was full of
Geo. S. Ramsey
"dope" as he put it, why didn't he Mrs. R. O. Stoll,
Proprietress
Manager
take him to the city physician, in410 West Railroad Ave.
stead of walking him around, If it was
known that he had taken morphone;
if Kring knew him to be suffering
from morphine poisoning, as he stated,
why did he take him back to bed to
die Instead of to a doctor
"I want to say that I feel sure tha.t
if Kring had taken Ihlm to a doctor, as
he should have done, my boy would lie
alive and well today. It was negligence, not morphine, that eventually
caused his death."
Mr. McGinty, who is track foreman for the Santa Fe flt: Manuelito,
and who owns considerable real estate in Denver, where he has made
his home for many years, states that
his son had never been addicted to
t3ie use of morphine, and that ho had
not been drinking any f.r the six
months prior to his death, until he Large. Mry Rooms. Prcea Very Rea
came to Albuquerque.
onable.
He stated that loth himself and the
MRS. OWEN DINSDALE,
police were unable to find any
Proprietor
t
.
who had sold morphine to his
son, and that he was under the impression that his son had been induced to take tho morphone for pur0. W. Strong's Sons
poses other than his welfare.
Chief cf Police McMillin gave Mr.
STRONG BLOCK.
McGiuty
letter In whirtv he stated
was
that it
his belief that young McGinty did riot take the morphine with
suicidal Intait. Mr. MoGinty could
not find any one that had heard him
say he intended to commit euiclde,
and it Is now thought that tho morphine was taken to relieve him of
Superintendent
Fairvlew
and
pain, as he sometimes suffered from
Santa Barbara Cemeterlei
rheumatism.
Mr. McGinty feels very kindly toMONUMENTS
wards the members of the Highlands
N. Second 8t, Both Pnonea.
lodge, Brotherhood
:f
Firemen, of this city, and the Denver
--

Grand Central Hotel

If

!

308-31-

Railroad Ave.,

0

(one

RAILROAD

Yoor Prescriptions, If Entrusted
--

will receive the personal care of one of the firm,

both of whom are druggists of many
years' experience.
No. 117 WEST RAILROAD AVENUE
HAND IN HAND

WITH PERFECTION
Is tho White Lily Cigar every day la
the week, the month, the year. It's
trite to say that it's of uniform good

quality.
Couldn't be otherwise, because It Is always made from the same
Kral4 of tobacco grown In the same
fields.
And the making!
Look at
one, feel it, amell it; smoke it, and
you won't blame us for calling
the
White Lily a "perfection" cigar. Fire
2
cents each;
the box of fifty.

uM

66MrnoM9s

$

Berge-Gios-

A.

BARNETT,

JOSEPH

120 Wist

J.

RICHARDS

113J4 WEST

Prop'r.

RAILROAD

AVENUB.

Finest Whiskies

;

Wines, Brandies. Etc.

J

SAMPLE AND 0

Railroad Avenue

CLUB ROOM 8

fi

Don't Dispute with a Woman,
Especially, If she tells you to ordor
sack of
EMPRESS FLOUR.
Make no excuse, (if you should forget the order), that you could not
fliul It, for every first-clas- s
grooer
handles EMPRESS. You will arwy
find good bread, good biscuits, good
pastry and moat Important of aJL
good cheer to greet you When you
come home for your dinner. Try H.
EMPRESS FLOUR it the Empress of
all others.

M. BERGER,
Wholesale Agent. Albuquerque, N.

Souvenirs
ALBUQUERQUE
ALVARADO HOTEL
COMMERCIAL CLUB

It

P

CATHEDRAL

OLD

AUSTRIAN

,

BUILDING.

CHINA

Furniture and Crockery
BORRADAILE

&

GO, .117 Gold Avenue

AT THE CASINO
MONDAY, TUESDAY AND WEDNESDAY,

MAY

14th, 15th and 16th

IN

"FOOL AND THE WIDOW"
t.Asr Or UlAHAt, IKKS.
m.
muo
jsi'H
The lion. Sir Auj,"i.stu Choloniondy,
the Fool

Ilea
Raphael Ik; Hivola, alias Count do
HraH
i. Frank Melville
Hawkins
Win Hill
H'wrtc;. Fane . .Mi.-- Mablo Sweeney
I.iule THxy
Hnby Lucille
Karuiy
Merry wi at her. tho Widow,
Mi's H. Pn K. May
RESERVED SEATS AT LEARNARD

99

C

Ik-rge-

Between the acts the following sje-MaWh-will be trtven:
ILLUSTRATED
SONGS,
By Berger & Webb.
BABY LUCILE,
In Songs

s.

and Dances.

HILL & EDMONDS TRIO,
In "The Wrong Man."
(Kuns forty minutes.)
LINDEMANN'S
MUSIC STORE.

THE
&

A

SERVANT THAT

THE TELEPHONE IS
EVER READY TO TAKE
YOUR COMMANDS.
LET IT

DO YOUR

YOU NEED

A

TELEPHONE

TIRES

THE TELEPHONE WILL
RUN YOUR ERRANDS,
DO YOUR SHOPPING
AND KEEP YOU
INFORMED OF SOCIAL
AFFAIRS.
IN

YOUR

HOME

THE COLORADO TELEPHONE CO.

Meet Me at Yanow's
Any time between 7 in the
Morning and 9 at Night.

Choice Kansas Turkey Hard Wheat

Dealers in Flour and Feed, for a Sample Sack

NEVER
,

WORK.

High Patent Flour is made from

ASK YOUR GROCER FOR IT

The ciarkevuie Produce Co.,

iia

The St. Elmo

We wish to announce that under the
new management, dating from May
16, 1906, prices on all games will be
REDUCED 50 PER CENT. Best
Tables and equipment in the Southwest. Best line of Cigars in the city.
Music every night during next week.

Wm. Wortarmmi, Prop.
e
Stock Co.
.The

TO

The Williams Drug Co.

AVENUE

e

1

Imperial Laundry Go.

Auto., 319; Colo., Red 148.

HiDjiqjMercEfMe

WEST

N. M.

TO THE LADIES:

Gkb amid Fool Room
115

Albuquerque,

Hot weather is 'here too warm to wash and Iron. Send your
Slilnt Waists and White Dresses to us. We will laundry them correctly and will deliver them to you in
nice box they will not tw
crushed or wrinkled. Domestic or gloss finish
Back of Postoffice.
Call the Red Wagons.

201-21- 1

e

Flat

Mlhert Faber

,

a

I

dru-gis-

UNDERTAKERS

a

Holl Top
antf Stand ran
Desks, nice Chairs
Book
Oaes. Typewriter Stand
and Tables.
Wo jrtmranteo out line to
represent the bost workmanship and hlghewt clana of
cabinet work. The desk yon
buy of us will not fall to
pieces in a short time, thus
causing you much annoyance.
Our prices are the lowest.
Doflks,

c'.u.se

Closing Stock Quotations.
New York, May 16.
Following
were closing quotations today:
Atchison, common
89Vi
Atchison, preferred
102,4
Xew York Central
141V6
FRENCH BAKERY
Pennsylvania
135
CHANGES HANDS Southern Pacific
66
150
Union Pacific, common
Union Pacific, preferred
95
R. SCHNEIDT DISPOSES OF BUSI Copper
no
TO
&
BOWYER
STEVENS, Steel, common
NESS
41V4
AND WILL LEAVE CITY.
Steel, preferred
106
It. Schneidt, who has conducted the
Kansas City Live Stock.
French bakery, at 213 West Railroad
Another Thief Caught.
Kansas City, Mo., May 16. Cattle
toyears,
past
avenue, for the
three
This afternoon about 3:30 o'clock
Receipts, 8,000, including 200 southplace
of business erns; market steady to strong; na- Assistant Marshal Kennedy took into
day disposed of his
to a new firm, to be known as Bow- - tive steers. $4.25&5.90;
custody one James Herald, on the
yer & Stevens, who will conduct the steers, $3.50 5.25; southernsouthern
cowte, charge of grand larceny, acting upon
business In the future, for a consider $2.50 4.25; natlvie cowa and heifers, advices received from the sheriff at
ation of $3,(H)0, and will leave with $2.505.30; Blockers and feeders, $3
Belen, by telephone. Herald, it is al- -;
hds family tomorrow
leged, stole $28 from a friend In Belen,
for Detroit, 4.50; bulls, $2.904.15; calves, $3
Mica., where he will make his future 6; western fed steers, $3.755.35 coming to this city last evening, lm-- I
home.
mediately after the robbery. He
western fed cows, $2.754.50.
Mr. Stevens, of the new firm, was
Sheep Receipts, 5,000; market is claims to be a bricklayer. He will
a former employe of Schneldt's, and strong to 10c iiigher; muttons, $4.75 be held awaiting the arrival of the
U thoroughly familiar with the bakery
6.25; lambs, $6(g.7.60; range wet'h-'fTs- , Rheriff who will probably reach the
business. Mr. Bowyer, the other memicity tonight.
$5(g6.50; fed ewes. $4.756.
ber of the new firm. Is a rising young
business man of the city, and The
"Ain't that tough luck Maine's got CLERKS WILL REST DUREvening Citizen bespnaks for them a with her new fellow?"
ING HOT NOON HOURS
successful business in the futtire.
"What's it?"
watchman, an nn!v
"He'n a niirht
.
.
j
In keeping with a custom estabi
i
Dutj ..n.. nii.l,, ..
..1.
MAKES DARING ESCAPE
on June 4 of this
spends 'hat at her house sleepin' on lished t last year,
year,
he Golden Rule lry Goorts comFROM SANTA FE TRAIN
pany will again bogln closing its
THE CHICAGO
PRICE SLASH store, located at the corner of RailHERMAN WALLACE, SENTENCED ERS ARE
Third street, beAT THE CASH BUY' road avenue and
FOR FIVE YEARS, LEAPS FROM ERS
UNION
BIG BAR tween the hours of 12:30 and 2:30
FAST MOVING TRAIN AND ES- GAINS EVERY STORE.
o'clock, thus allowing their clerks two
DAY.
CAPES.
hours rest during tho hot season. This
announcement was made this mornTOO LATE TO CLASSIFY
While en route to the penitentiary
ing by J. A. Wtlnmatin. manager for
having been sentenced to five years'
company.
imprisonment for cattlo stealing. Her- FOR REN'T Three to six room the"We
found the exierinient of last
man Wallace made a daring leap for
houses, modern. W. H. Mc.Million, year a profitable one," said tiie dry
liberty that secured him his freedom,
ts'-atreal
broker, 211 West Gold go ls man. "Wo get better work
temporarily at least.
avenue.
out of our clerks and our sales are
Wallace, in charge of two officers, FOR RENT
Siore room, connected equally as large If not larger than if
was on a Santa Fe train, be' ween Sun
with twelve-rooming house. wo kept open all day. Tho iieople
im
Marclal and Socorro, when he aked
$25 per month.
W. 11. Mc.Million, buy U'tter during the early morning
permission to g to the toilet room,
or the cool of the afternoon, than dur211 Wt-s- t
Gold avnue.
A few moments
which was granted.
ing tho heat of the day. and that the
later, upon the officers investigating WANTED A good shingler, 2 men dt rks sell be'UT,
cannot le denied.
with wives for ranch and sawmill; I
his continued absence, they found
think that the noon closing during
15 teamsters, $2 to $2.25 per day;
through
wincrawled
the
he
had
that
hit weather h:w come to nay,
ship tomorrow; 4 carpenters and 20 the
dow of the toilet room and leaped
jih us. We will prolml.ly go back
laborers.
Abraham's
Employment
moving
swiftly
train.
from the
to tiie old all-dv schedule on Septemoffice, 120 West Silver avenue.
The train was immediately stopped
ber "
missinstituted
for
the
search
OR
STRAYED
bay
a
STOLEN,
horse,
and
ing convict, but as y.t he has not
white nose, branded "H." Return to
TAXES
ARE
NOW DUE, AND
523
police
Mounted
still
are
New
York
avenue; reasonable WILL BECOME DELINQUENT ON
been found.
reward.
on his trail.
JUNE 1. PAY THIS MONTH.
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Wa have
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Spelter.
St. Louis, Mo., May
dull, at $5.85.

OF

McGinty

Mr. und Mrs. John McGinty of Manafter a clever pickSheriff Perfecto Armljo has returnpocket, which terminated in the thief uelito, New Mexico, parents of Oaines
being caught In the Santa Fe yards! Pete McGinty, the locomotive fireman ed from Santa Fe where he went to
by a reporter for The Evening Citi- who was found dead in bed in a room secure possession of Deslderlo Aguilar
zen, took place this afternoon about at the Elite rooming house Friday wnnted on a charge of assault with at-

meeting of the Mclntosh-Brown- s
base ball club, held last night
at the store of Frank Houston, developed the resignation of Mr. Houston as manager of the team, and the
selection of a new set of officials.
Willlnm Mcintosh was elected president; W. S. Strickler and D. A.
M. W.
vice presidents;
t,
Flournoy, treasurer, and George
manager.
The accounts of the team were gone
over and a resolution was adopted by
the members to pay all outstanding
bills as f:ir as the fuuds on hand
go. The outstanding
debts
would
amount to $111, while the treasury
contains but $73.90. However, this is
not such a bad showing, when it is
considered that the team was several
hundred dollars in the hole at the be
ginning of the present season, and
that all but the above $111 has been
paid out of the receipts of games already played this season.
Under the reorganization, the team
will doubtless ask for some support
from the public, which it should re
ceive.
The last few practice games the
Browns have had with local teams
has proved convincingly that there
is among the players the foundation
for a team worthy of representing
Albuquerque. The infield is first
class, the outfield Is fair and the bat
tery members are up with any of the
amateurs. Of course, in playing with
teams of neighboring
cities,
the
Browns may need some battery talent
that will cost a little money, and this
money will have to be raised by popular subscription. Under the manage
ment of George Arnot, the Browns
ought to show up at the end of the
season among the foremost clubs attending the annual tournament.
The meeting also decided the Ros-we- ll
trip proposition. The boys will
leave here on Saturday morning and
going via the Santa Fe Central and
Roswell atonioblle line and expect to
reach the Pecos valley on Sunday. On
Monday. Tuesday
and Wednesday,
they will play the military academy
team at Roswell, lining ud al.out as
follows:
Neher, catcher; Gallegos and Wilson, pitchers; Graham, first base;
Kunz, second base;
Corhan, third
base; Clancy, short stop; Hale, left
field; Collins, center field; McCue,
right field.
The

TELEGRAPHIC

NAME

Mrs.

tomtit tor Manuelito.

Which John McGinty Here Invest-

Lively

Chase
Terminated in the Santa
Fe Yards.

Disgraced Grand Jury Talks; Reorganization of Team
of Bringing Charges
sults in Election of Corps
ef Excellent Officials.
Against Clancy.

Re-

DESKS FOR THE BUSY MAN

uinty.

Mr. and

FIVE.

V'Sk j

If Your Eyes Need Attention
I will examine them I'KKr
and Guarantee every pair
of glasses I fit to be - - - -

ABSOLUTELY CORRECT
I'riccs reasonable.

111

Permanently located
Ilallroad avenue.
C. Hi CARNES, O. D.
.

fc.v
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RUSSIA

NEW

RUSSIAN

THE

Mooting

t1p'

Taurlde Palace. St. Petcrslmrg.

1

look fresh,

MAO-N'OLI-

IXmnia, has 371 elected members.
Y
Const itntiotial democrats 'nave clear working majority In one
Y
Y douma.
Roth bod lea have equal legislative powers.
Y
Thoir oath of office is: "We promise to perform all our duties
Y
Y o the best of our knowlodgeand ability In all loyalty to his majesty
Y ami mindful only of the welfare of Russia."
Ministers are eligible to elec'Jon to the douma.
Y
Sessions of loth the douma and coincll of the empire are
Y
Y public.
Closure of a debate may be voted by a majority.
Y
Memlxra of both ldlo are immune from arrest, during tho
Y
Y xfudnn, except by permission of the bodies to which they belong.
Y Unless gulltv of flagrant offonsos.
Only bllis passed by both bodies may be submitted for the
Y
sanction.
Y
forward
Hills rejected by the emperor may not be brought
Y
Y again in the course of the same session of parliament.
Hills rejected by one of the legislative bodies require imperial
Y
Y ansenl before being reintroduced.
The CK3T realns the "power to dissolve parliament at will and
Y
Y to promulgate ' temporary" laws during "recess."
The douniij ciinnot consider the reports of the minister of the.
Y
of the govern-menlY finance, chaws of malfeasance against official
tho establishment of stocK companies wWi special privileges,
Y
Y and questions relating to entailed estate, titles of nobility.

lturi yyyyyycc
RUSSIA SUBMITS TO HISTORY

wtttmnniiif
World-wid-

Importance attache
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abolished
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ing the best use of the
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MEMBERS' ENTRANCE TO THE
HALL OF THE DOUMA.

'THE

IXJDBY OF THE DOUMA.

Y

privileges

f

Germany In 1815 the congress of
Vienna formed a bund of the thirty-nin- e
German states, In which Austrian
lnfliKtice predominated. In 1848 the
lilierals of Germany organized a revolution which failed, but had the result of intoduclng constitutional government among the states. In the war
of 1866 lietween Germany and Austria,
the bund was dissolved. Frussla and
other states farmed the North German confederacy, with wnich the
southern states allied themselves in
military way. The war with France
in 1870 resulted In a union Into an
empire, and the present! constitution
was adopted April 16, 1871. The legislative power is chiefly In the hands
of the relchstag.

the
had been ignored for nearly 200
considered a very harmless, impotent
dating
body, failed to mind, and upset things ears. It was an institution
a convo-Breatgenerally. The douma admittedly ihas back to Charlemagne, being
ion of thJ noble8i the clergy and
power at the beginning than
third estate or commons. How-hav- e
the
will
general
also
had.
It
states
the
no law making powers.
to deal at once with a financial evT . it had
When it met it unexepectedly as- farted itself. As tho initiative of tlbe
ine lonowing paragrapns show 'third
estate it resolved itself into
set in
pcaa states got their respective gov-- , the Constituent Assembly, and events
molbrn the remarkable chain of
ornmentswhich rapidly culminated in the
.Austro-Hungar- y
The rev.olu1.lon of French revolution.

Britain

Great

'

Representation

ALBUQUERQUE,

of

Anglo-Saxo-

is?

FOR

MEXICO

SALE

General

II ALL OF THE RUSSIAN DOUMA.

i

GIGANTIC MERGER
OF COPPER MINES

en-titl-

Bis-be-

$5,500,-Ou-

-r

Ris-ers-

"

The city of Albuquerque intends
ereoting on its property at the corner
of Second street aud Tijeras avenue
y
a
building for city purposes
including city hall, oltico rooms. Jail,
fire department, etc.
The building is to be one hundred
feet by one hundred feet facing Sec
oud street and Tijeras avenue and to
bo built of cement blocks or pressed
brick trimmed with cement blocks
is to have an elevated ornamental roof
wltli clock tower In front and hose
tower in rear. Fire department of
said building is to be la rear, en
trance on Tijeras avenue and is to be
thirty feet in width by total depth
of building one hundred feet, both up
stairs and down. Basement to be un
der as much of building as may be
needed.
Building to be heated by steam
Plumbing and heating to be Included
in figures of cost of building.
Sketch plans emboaying the above
estimates of cost, are invited,
Cost not to exceed $30,000.00. To
be In the hands of the chairman of the
building committee not later than
noon, June 1, 1U06, provided the same
shall be done free of expense to the
city, the city council reserving the
right, either to purchase complete de
tall plans of the successful designer,
or to place the successful designer in
full charge of the construction of said
building, or to reject all plans sub
mltted, as it may see fit.
A general Idea as to what will be
required in the way of rooms, vaults,
steel cells for jail, etc., may be had by
calling on the undersigned.
JOHN S. BEAVEN,
Chairman of Building Committee.

fjrZ2g.m
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PULLMAN
SLEEPERS,
DINING
CARS, TOURIST CARS, CHAIR
CARS.
On all through

.

ii

-

'' !".

-.

train.

No tiresome

at any station.

delay

For Illustrated advertising
matter
or Information, address or apply to

S. K. HOOPER, G. P. & T. A.. Denver, Colo.
A. S. BARNEY, T. P. A., Santa Fe, New Mex.

two-stor-

Communication Made Easy
El Paso & Southwestern System
Between the Great Southwest and Kansa City, St. Louie, Chicago,
and all points North and East by the

Rock Island System
Shortest, quickest, therefore, the beat. The only way with two through
trains daily, carrying standard and tourist eleepers, observation dining care, chair care and coaches. For any trip, anywhere, any time
TAKE THE SOUTHWESTERN.

h

May 10, 1906.

o

PROPOSALS FOR THE PURCHAS
OF CITY BUILDING BONDS.
Sealed bids endorsed "Bid for City
Building Bonds" and addressed to the
"City Clerk, Albuquerque, N. M.,
will lie received at the offlce of the
city clerk of Albuquerque, N. M., un
til 12 o'clock, noon. June 4, 1906, for
an issue of thirty thousand ($30,000)
dollars of city building lionds of the
city of Albuquerque, N. M. A certi
fied check for one thousand ($1,000)
each bid
dollars must accompany
6ald sum to be forfeited to tho city
as liquidated damages, by the bidder
in case of failure ot performance by
him if his bid is accepted.
Said city building bonds are to be
Issued in the denomination of one
thousand ($1,000) dollars each, are
to bear interest at a rate not to ex
ceed four (4) per cent per annum
and are to be sold at not less than
their par value. BJth principal and
Interest are to lie paid in New York
city and the interest is to be payable
on the flrsit days or Jan
uary and July of each year.
Said bonds are to be payable at th
option of the city, twenty (20) years
and absolutely payable thirty (30
vears after date. The right is re
served to reject any and all bids.
For further Information, addres
Ilarrv F. Lee. City Clerk, Albuquer
semi-annuall-

VL

Shortest and quickest line from
Santa Fe to Denver, Pueblo and Colorado Springe, and all Colorado point.
Connection at Denver and Pueblo wltn
all llnea east and weet. Time aa quick
and ratea ae low aa by other llnea.
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ReUtile Early
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land to be thoroughly
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"Scenic Line of the World"
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RIO SYSTEM
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BHthmntic troubles.
From that time! the families to be moved here. Each
on he has been traveling in New Mex- - family is to be allotted, aocording to
Ico, Arizona and California hoping touts numbers, plots oi land irom ten
regain his health. A mother and one to eighty acres fur the use of the
son survive him. The son was born households.

r-

&

TWO LOTS, one big store wun full
stock of general merchandise; two
extra rooms in store; large back
Norway This is another const it u
yard; barn, and wagon shed; 2tlonal monarchy, with a parliment
room house adjoining the store
based on the constitution of 1814,
Wlil sell "dirt cheap" for cash
when the allirs forced Denmark to
Prices and otner information degive up Norway t Sweden. Tho Nor
sired made known on app'.'cation in
weglans objected to the arrangement
person or writing to owner.
and sought to organize an Independ
ent kingdom. However, they joined
their government with; that of Sweden
under a compromise which allowed
Un
them to retain the constitution.
923 So. Second St.
der this constitution they have just
Albuquerque,
New Mexico
withdrawn from the union.

'
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DENVER

merchandise

deputies.

COMBINE,
at Fort Marcy. in Santa Fe, his The location of the colony, and the RUMORS OF A BIG
TAKING IN THE PRODUCERS IN
mother dying at hi birth. Captain purchase of the land depends entirely,
BSIBEE DISTRICT,
Stottler was an able, efficient ana on the result of borings which w1U
meritorious officer, a gentleman and a shortly be started In both valleys to
true man. His remains were interred
"'"-.""'"We have nothing but persistent
in the family vault in the cemetery be found to supply the needs ! thei rumors on which to base the stateirrigation.
at Stamford, Conn., on the 10th Inst. colony for
ment that there is to be a merger of
Decision in this matter will doubt- the Bonanza
The funeral took place from his
Circle companies," said
mother's residence, 114 Broad street, less be reached by September, when Frank J. Graf, when asked by a
be
some move will in all probability
Stamford, Conn.
Ariz., Review reporter If any
made. A number of options have al- definite news had been received reready been given in lioth valleys.
n
iittc
IFiWFTTF II
garding the proposed consolidation.
ULU
ItllJJ. JLrlllLIIU
IUFFI
"Advices from the Michigan counAND DR. H. M. SMITH RATHER HARD ON SCHOOL
try
are that the people there seem to
WHITE.
SUPERINTENDENT
to classes heretofore examined. In
Although school closed a couple of feel confident that announcement may
their practical work in the canyon, at
LAS VEGAS, weeks ago. Miss Swan and Mrs. Shine be made at any time of the conditions
which place the men spent the greater WERE MARRIED ATEVENING.
did not get their pay checks until this of this merger, which will be one of
part of two days, they made a good LAST SATURDAY
week, says the Lordsburg Liberal. The the most important mining developerhowing, and, while this counts for
ments In the southwest since tho adMarried, at Las Vegas, at the resi- law provides that before they are
only 30 per cent In their examination, dence
e
the bride's mother, Mrs. Hento their last pay check they vent of the Cole interests in the
It is one of the most important parts rietta ofIlfeld,
evening, last. must fill out certain blanks, supplied
camp."
Saturday
of tho service.
"My understanding," continued Mr.
Miss Joanette Ilfeld and Dr. H. M. by the county superintendent, giving
Mr. Kniepp believes that the class
lioth of Las Vegas. The bride a
ftf fliolr var'a unrk At tne Graf, "is that a holding company with
es a whole will pass the examination isSmith,
a native of Santa Fe, and spent tier end of tho year Superintendent White a capital stock of 2o,000,noo is to be
tor the reason that nearly all of them girlhxKl
days in that city, where her Kent nvnr n fiw li hinks for tlieso re-- , uisuuneu ' laiws "vci these com
excelled in some points, even though family rtslded
for many years, and ports, aud there were only enough for panies. It is not exactly the same as
they were not strong In others.
where Its members were highly re- the use of one teacher. As Miss Noble a consolidation, tho company being
spected and groatly liked. She is very was anxious to go back to Missouri, one that can at any time take in the
A Mountain of Gold
could not bring as much napplness to bright, vivacious and attractive. She the other teachers gave her tho blanks other organized companies. It will lie
Mrs. Lucia Wilke, of. Caroline, Wis., was a gre.at social favorite and has and sent after more. No attention was organized along the lines of the Amalpaid to the request, and last week gamated, which is a holding company
as did1, one 25c box of Hucklen'a Ar- many friends. Dr. Smith is a
and (successful practitioner in they again wrote to tho superintend- with a capital stock of $150,(00,0ui).
nica Salve, when it completely cured
he has re- ent, asking him to either send the
"The four companies are now capa running sore on her leg, which nad the Meadow City, whereyears.
of
The blanks, or promise to endorse their italized for a total of $55ii,0lin)(t, of
tortured her 23 long years. Greatest sided for a number
o
antiseptic healer of Piles, Wounds, newly married couple left for the east salary warrants. The first of the week which stock to the amount of
on a wedding t ur. The many friends they got a few blanks from Silver
has been Issued. The amounts are
acd Sores. 25c at all druggists.
of the Ilfeld family and of the bride City, with the notification that Super- - distribute! as follows: Junction, capand intendent White was In El Paso, and italized for $3,000,(100, of which
extend hearty congratulations
CAPTAIN STOTTLER'S
best wishes for the future health, these were all tho blanks to bo found
has been issued; Lake SuPittsburg, Pittsburg, capitaland prosperity of the newly in tho offlce. There was not enough perior
LAST ROLL CALL long lifo pair.
married
blanks to make out the report, one ized for $:!.i)O0,000, of which $2,500,-00- 0
has been issued; Calumet & Pitts
more being needed, but one of the
RETIRED ARMY OFFICER SUCLANDS tenchers Tn.irii nn extra, one out or burg, capitalized for $250,000, of
FOR
LOOKING
ARE
CUMBS TO DISEASE AT LOS
which
issued; Pittsburg

Private Information from Stamford,
Conn., is to the effect that Captain
Vieior E. Stottler, United States army,
retired, died in Ijos Angeles, Cal., on
April 24, at 6 o'clock in the evening,
of lung trouble. Captain Stottler was
a native of Stamford, Conn., and a
graduate of West Point. Upon graduation, he was assigned to the Tenth
United States Infautry, and saw service for fifteen years with the regiment in Texas, Indian Territory and
In New Mexico. Ho was btatioued at
Hunt a Fe for several years us regimental quartermaster, at regimental
headquarters, and the after lie was
assigned to special duty as agent at
the Mescalero agency, which position
he filled for three years, efficiently
and satisfactorily. In IS'.tS, upon the
breaking out of the Spanish-America- n
War, he retired as a captain, having
been found physically incapacitated
for active bervice on account of

NEW

n

present
constitution
June 30. 1S76. Tln-rwas a liberal constitution dating back
to 1812, hut it was suppressed by the
lnterfi-rencof France in 1823.
A
limited monarchy, with
Sweden
in legislature. Hie government
based on the enactments of the diet
from lSn;t to lSOO.

:

EXCELLENT

Take

age of the low rates to the east. Tickets on shJe at special reduced
rates for the round trip, from June 1 to September 30.
CHICAGO AND RETURN
$55.35
ST. LOUIS AND RETURN
$47.85
On the following dates the Santa Fe will sell excursion tickets
to the principal points In Illinois. Kansas, Michigan, Minnesota.
Missouri, Nebraska, North Dakota, South Dakota, Wisconsin and
Wyoming: June
also June
Inclusive, and July
inclusive. Call at ticket office and we will help you plan a trip. Below
find rates to a few of the principal pointsCHICACO AND RETURN
$51.50
ST. LOUIS AND RETURN
$46.50
MEMPHIS, TENN., AND RETURN
$48.65
KANSAS CITY AND RETURN
$39.00
Return limit of all tickets, October 31.
T. E. PURDY, Agt.

one-hal- f

Spain

HAD

a

SPECIAL RATES TO THE EAST
Now Is the time to take tnat trip back tome.
advant-

th ejeople In tho government is oldand real estate, cheap for cash.
est in England, although this coun-trmile
COAT OF ARMS OF THE DOUMA FOR SALE Ranches,
always has been a monarchy. Par- ON FRONT OF SPEAKER'S DESK.
south of the city of Albuquerque;
liament :ok centuries to develop Into
suitable for aristocratic country
its present importance, and is more
homes and for truck or general
or less copied in all the European Great Council. Since then the powers
farming; plenty of well water to be
legislatures. The Importance or par of parliament nave developed gradu
bad at from ten to forty feet.
liament dates from A. D. 1215, when ally and steadily.
FIFTEEN-ACRranch, about three
by
granted
was
great
charter
the
miles from Albuquerque;
fed by
Italy The (constitution. of Italy is
King John, in response to the demand
two ditches; best irrigating condi
upon
granted
the
liberal
one
common
lsod
by
nolded,
the
backed
of the
tions; raise anything; best soil in
to Sardinia by King Charles Alliert in
people.
The Wltenagenot of
the valley.
in
1848.
expanded,
When
state
that
the
developed
inta
times had
of cottonwood trees for
1861, into the kingdom of Italy,
its THOUSANDS
transplanting.
constitution was takeen over as the LOTS
in different parts of the city,
fundamental law of the new state. It
H ill sell cheap on monthly payment
contains a bill of rights intended to
plan.
serve as a limitation upon the powers
of the king. The legislative power is
Special Record Breaking Offer.
vested in the senate and chamber of

wad

MEMBERS OF CLASS MADE GOOD
WILL LIKELY RESHOWING
CEIVE APPOINTMENTS.
The candidates for positions as
rangers on the forest reserves of the
territory, who have been in Santa Fe
bince Thursday morning, taking the
civil Bervice examination, under Forest Superintendent L. F. Kniepp, left
yesterday morning for their various
stations. Supervisor Kniepp said that
t. wo- - mnrh nloaioa with tho ulasM

n

General Merchandise and Real Estate
For Sale.

K

if

!

You sliould plan to take that trio toi California. Yflll nrlM iwi(nT thii
change. Visit the Grand Canyon and
Petrified ForesL Liberal
limit and stopovers.
LOS ANGELES AND R TURN
' 3
SAN DIEGO AND RETURN
38
SAN FRANCISCO AND RETURN
!$45
For other rates and full particulars, call at ticket offlce. Tick-osale every Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday, during May,' June,
July, August and September.
T.
PURDY, Agent

Bratina

A.
4

Summer Rates West

COMMERCE

OF

BANK

A.

RANGERS CLOSED

NEW MEXICO.

ad-

account. Conditions approach the Ideal more closely when
every person with an Income keeps
a bank account.
One day a well to do farmer
came into the bank. He said he'
was building a barn. We told Mm
of the advantages of a checking
This farmer had lived
account.
in the community for twenty years
and nevtr had had a bank account.
He built the liarn, paid the masons, carpenters, painters liy writing out a check to each far the
amount he owed them. All of the
material for the barn was paid for
by check.
That farmer did not close ins
account when the barn was finished; he (had learned the convenience and safety of a checking
account at the bank.
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the last and largest ing a disastrous war with Germany,
country la Europe to do so. During the "Seven Weeks' War," the
d
monarchy was
last century every other country
to the significance of the fished in its present form with a
revolution and copied to some llamentary government in Vienna,
extent the parliamentary system of France-- The
be ginning of the mai
lt la interesting to compare the n representative government in
opening of the douma to the calling of Prance was the calling cf the ancient
Gene.ial in 1789 to deal with
the states general ,uof France In 1789. States
financial crises. The States Gen- 1

v.

Y
Y

by

,itu
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Y

extended suffrage. A constitution
the opening of the Russian douma, 'ani
providing for two elective chambers
or parliament, as it marks the formal wag eeclPf(1
,832 the constitution
adoption cf a representative plan ofWfts aliollshed for a time.

n,

r,w,ul,(U9;il
a

Parliament granted by car August 19, 1905.
Consists of two bodies the council of the empire anil the
dounia, or national assembly.
Half the council Is appointed l.y the czar and the other half
Y by the nobles and clergy.

Y

Automatic Phone, 292.

low, ffidcd nnil worn ? If vour cn::i;dcx-inisn't smonth and trnns;vrvnt in "U
would like it to lie, use IIAtlAN'.?
HALM.
No woman need look
old nnd worn who will use this delightI lurmlvss, instantly
ful liquid bcaiitifu-r- .
applied nnd impossible to detect.

PARLIAMENT.

FACTS

16, 1906.

Does your face

Y

ABOUT

WEDNESDAY, MAY

For full particulars see any agent, or address

CARNETT KING

V,

General Agent.

R. STILL u
Gen. Pass. Agent.

EL PASO, TEXAS.

0

Santa

Fe Central Railway System

SUNSHINE

ROUTE,

via TORRANCE GATEWAY.

Fast passenger and freight service. Steamship tickets to all parta
of the World.
Connections at Torrance, N M., with the EI Paso & Southwestern,
and Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific Railways. At Kennedy and Suta
Fe. N. M., with the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe railway. At Santa

Fe with the Denver & Rio Grande railroad.
Special attention given to handling of passengers and freight.
Send your freight via the Chicago, Rock Island & Paclfle railway, via Torrance, N. M.
Your business respectfully solicited.
W. H. ANDREWS.
8. B. GRIMSHAW.
Pres. and Gen. Mgr.
Asst. to Pres. and Gen. Mgr.
FRANK D1BERT, AssL Secy, and Treas.
J. P. LYNG.
A, L. GRIMSHAW,
City Frt. and Pass. Agt.
Traveling Frt. and Pass. Agt.
GENERAL OFFICES
SANTA FE, N. M.
MERCHANT

TAILORING

UPSTAIRS, OVER NO. 209 WEST
RAILROAD
AVENUE, O. BAMBINI, PROPRIETOR.

0

0

WILLING HELPERS.
What'g the use of a helper, if
he Isn't willing? Willingness is
an ample mantle which will al- most cover all the sine of serv- - V
Ice. But a classified advertise- ment In The Evening Citizen is a
willing helper that Is not only e
absolutely competent, but also is
a willing worker. It works all
the time for you. It Is the best
and most economical publicity in e
the world.

t

My merchant tailoring shop Is upstairs over No. ;o West Railroad ave-nwhere I solicit the patronage of
the public. All work guaranteed
as I have bad fifteen years' experience in the business. Suits made
t; order, t'lotlus cleaned, pressed arid
repaired. Tho specific I use will not
o
injure the cloth. Ladies' garments
also cleaned and walking skirts made
Slyvrster It. Garcia, agent for c.nn-plestory of San Francisco earthto order. Give me a trial.
quake and fire. Leave orders at Uritrgs"
O. RAM RIM.
drug store, corner of First street and
Try a Citizen waut ad.
Gold avenue.
first-clas-

t

te

WEDNESDAY, MAY

that the company Is now working.
We are down COO feet, but at that
depth wo struck water, and will continue he work Vrlth diamond drills."
Mr. liolslnger says that there can
be no quesetion as to the location of
the r.rtal mass of mineral, as portions

Just Like Finding It
i

That's just wlat we are offering With any price
furniture sold at this store I will save you at least

-

a clean silver dollar.

J. D. EMMONS the FURNITURE MAN
BOTH PHONES.
CORNER COAL AVENUE AND SOUTH SECOND

mwsshkoesbxi

Judging from these fragments, is of
iron, platinum and nickel. Taking Into consideration the evident size of
the meteor, the wealth it contains in
the latter two metals is beyond estimation.
Tin- company for which Mr.
n acting Is the Standard Iron
company of Philadelphia, of which D.
M. Itariuger, well known In Phoenix,
and a breiher-ln-laof E. J. Bennett.
Is ttio head.
Mr. Holslnger Is general
mana-'- ir
of the company.

.

I lff"'"rm'
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"

TO

CURE BARGAINS IN

HARNESS
SADDLES
BRIDLES

SHOW

LAP ROBES

AND ETC.

ALBUQUERQUE HARDWARE CO.

William Galvin, for several

years

psst employed in the Santa Fe yards
at Raton, has accepted a position as
switchman in the C. & S. yards at
Trinidad.

W. G. Mulnix, master mechanic of
the Raton division, has resigned his
position to accept a similar one with
the Rock Island. H leaves Raton
this week.
THE SANTA FE MAY

RE-

LOCATE EL PASO LINE

how-man- y

Vi

?"

J'A"

to Indian rites, would attend
his passing awav. Un to within a'
It is rumored that the Santa Fe pro- few hours of his death he directed
poses to relocate their entire line be- these ceremonies. The house In which
tween this city and El Paso, straight- ne mmerea witn dropsy was decorated
ening out the road and removing the with bunting and American flags,
a large open space a war nartv.
kinks and
neer, to have charge of the work. isi"lle nuian ieatner bonnets, danced
already at work organizing his corps, ;nu wnoopeu, wnne old squaws kept
preparatory to beginning work imme- - up ne monotonous walling, an ac- O C1UCK
Qiately
iu Ufa in. At
A great deal of work lias been done!1" ine morninS me body was taKen
e Canyon station, near Mineral
on the Rio Grande division of the!'0
y,a MOf ,ro0. i
iPark, and the house In which he had
an tit a
onh
irapir nnn ro ha aut
ho nm.
xne
posed change of survey is said to be; 7."
"""'"
to remove the numerous I'f" . CUSl"mf,of plur?' vie- lwas
station the body
curves and to take the line, as far as
possible, out of the flood area. t,hus!was cremated, his horse killed and
doing away to a great extent with more memories performed,
the constant work that is applied each
year upon the sections of the road:"tltUK rnWTAU C IK01V,
that are exposed to the river.
NICKEL AND PLATIlUM
SANTA FE LOST 44
CARS AT 'FRISCO, COMPANY FORMED TO DIG FOR
AN IMMENSE
METEOR
Mr ad
Damage Done Terminal Buildings at
CANYON DIABLO.
point Richmond Will Not
Exceed $4,000.
There Is a gentleman in Phoenix
8tory ..of.8ucn fabulous
el!
E. H. Harlow, division master me- that one ls li:er- chanic for the Santa Fe, with, head-- ! 7,Y"U" l,n
nuu WHICH PIUS lO
quarters at. Point Richmond, Is spend- - "i,:" ,?' e
fairy tales of Scotty's
"m.e
ing the day in the city.
alley ,llne ana otners or that
Ym. fh earttiquake did us some
little damage," said the coast lines ilk. But in this instance the story is
master mechanic.
in
"Estimated
money, the earthquake cost the best of foundation in fact, says the
Gazette.
Santa Fe $4,000 at Point Richmond, Phoenix
ine guntienian in question ls S. J.
and the fire destroyed forty-fou- r
Holslnger, formerly a special agent
freight cars for us in 'Frisco. At of
the general land office at WashRichmond, the real damage
dor ington,
bi:t lately resigned.
amounted to the shaking down cf the
"I am out in this country on one of
end vails of the machine 6hop. and th.f biggest
mining deals ever underthe lack, front, and one of th3 end taken in Arizona.
It is nothing more
walls of the round house. Tho roof or less than
of the round house, Tiowever, remain- lies buried a hunt for a meteor that
hundreds
of feet in the
ed intact, being held fast by steel earth, two miles
from the Canyon DiaBirders. The China basin work, blo, and ten
miles
from the Santa Fe
which cost the Santa Fe so mncn railroad
tracks. The company I repmoney, alaa remained
Intact. The resent haj
damaged buildines are being repaired ent on 640 secured a government patacres of land surrounding
as fast as material for the construc- the place
where the great meteor ention can lie secured."
the earth.
Mr. Harlow also stated
that, ... the. tered
At that place there is a great de- O .,
L' . ..... a
An,..mn)n,fn
th.? BrUnd' aImost round'
ing iU shop and other terminal
fully a mile across, and it is here
cilities at I ichmoid. Ten additional
added to the round
stalls will
house and the other buildings will l
added to eomiaratlveiy, but even wbh
T?"tn,aifci
these addi'ions, the Richmond shops gjjjp
S5ia
and other facilitits will not be as'
large as the local shops and yards
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ioige or tne oruer.
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Coo-cord-

Albuquerque
Carriage Co
Corner Flrt and TJersa Road.
o-ex-e- c

Albuquerque

For New Mexico and Northern Arizona.
Auto. Phone 730
Room No. 1, N. T. Armijo Building.

OFFICIAL

LIVERY, SALE, FEED AND TRANS-FESTABLES.
Horses and Mules Bought and Exchanged.
BEST TURNOUTS IS THE CJITY
Second Street, between Railroad and
Copper Avenue.

Postoffice Established.
A. postofflce
has been established

C. W. Cook. Jr., traveling passenger

district comprising Santa Fe and Taos
counties, and points on the Denver &
Rio Grande railway in Rio Arriba
county.

STEAM

District Attorney Appointed.
At stated In The Evening Citizen
yesterday, H. A. Wolford, of Hills-horo- ,
ihas leen appointed to suoceied
Elfego Baca as district attorney cl
Socorro and Sierra counties.
The new district attorney was born
in Muskingum county, O., and brought
up on a farm. During his early manhood he was a teacher and also attended normal school In his native
state. He graduated from the Ohio
nomiaj school and from the Univer
sity of O'.iio in 18!i3, and for nine years
thereafter he held a position as su
perintendent of schools of his native
county. In 1902 'he entered the law
department of the Ohio Northern university, completed a course of .law
and was admitted to tho bar, after
passing a successful examination.
Thereafter he came to New
,.,,,,.Mexico,

i.0(i

tniici,n

CARPET

Man.

Clatmr

WALLAPAI

,

RIO GRANDE LUMBER CO.
GctMfal Building Supplies

SCREEN DOORS
Both Phones

Third and MarqoctU

FIGURE ONWITH US

A

ue is tne a

Mowers, Rakes, Wheat Binders,

Moving, pack-

ing and shipping, unpacking and
setting up, and ls no upstart at V
the business. There is no other f
Just Thornton. Both 'Phones, v
737 South Walter Street

Hay

Presses & Farm Machinery

J. KORBER
ALBUQUERQUE,

& CO
N. M.

Thos. F. Keleher
PAINTS,

OILS, VARNISHES AND
BRUSHES.
Leather,
Harness,
Saddles, Iap
Dusters, VhipB, Axle Oils, etc. Palmetto Roof Paint; lasts Ave years and
stops leaks. Casa paid for Hides and
Pelts.
408 WEST
RAILROAD
AVENUE.

li

THIRD STREET

Newlic

t

1

WE FILL

Meat Market

h

agent of the Santa Fe Railway, Is!of sierra, county, and took
the
making an effort to arrange for a
()f n9 profession,
ilr. Wol- ."exico train, wnicn win carry an tnejford ls a republican in politics, and All Kinds of Fresh and Salt Meats.
Elks of the territory who wish to at slnce his residence in Sierra county,
Steam Sausage Factory.
tend the meeting in Denver. Ho al has attained a good reputation as a
ready has the towns of Santa Fe, Al- EMIL KLEINWORT.
I.
II.. Tl.as ITvegas ami waa J wu endorsed by the bar ami Masonic Building, North Third Street.
"uuuerque , OIK.
Oliver city,
"alon m ne,an 18 or ,tne Plnlon citizens cf Sierra county.- ifumimng piaef s i
"" ue '"o "
procured ror tne trip.
Mrs. Bambini, at her parlors, No.
THE CELEBRATED
Sclatic Cured After Twenty Years 209 West Railroad avenue, ls pre
scalp
pared
thorough
to
give
treat
of Torture.
For more than twenty years Mr. J. ment, do hair dressing, treat corns,
Massey,
B.
of 3322 Clinton St, Min- bunions and' ingrowing nails. She
neapolis, Minn., was tortured by gives massage treatment and manicursciatica. The pain and suffering ing. Mrs. Bambini's own preparation
which he endured during this time is of complexion cream builds up the
beyond
comprehension.
Nothing skin and Improves the complexion,
gave him any permanent relief until and is guaranteed not to be injurihe used Chamberlain's
Palm Balm. ous. She also prepares a hair tonic
Bottled In Bond.
Lthat u,,;fs and prevents dandruff and
De ,application
that
,
, Unlment rfr
nn i
. .
nvit
i.
rntrtrna Ufa tn A a A
mo pain aria maae Bleep ana:
rest possible, and less than one bottle nair; removes moles, warts and su
has effected a permanent cure.
If perfluous hair. Also a face powder,
troubled with sciatica or rheumatism freckle cure and pimple cure and pile
why not try a
Distillers.
bottle of Pain cure. All of these preparations are
Balm
and see for yourself how purely vegetable compounds. Have
KY.
FRANKFORT,
just,
added
vibrator
a
machine for
quickly it relieves the pain. For sale
treatment of scalp, face and cure of
by all druggists.
wrinkles. It is also used for rheumao
"The douma can't tuch the czar," tism, pains and massage.
MELINI & EAKIN
says a St. Petersburg cable. Suit not.
o
Sole Agents.
Not. a thine- harmful In Ono flnnte
The ezar'a Hroke
Courh Cure, but it relieves a cough
Albuquerque, N. M.
Automatic Phone, 199.
done, remember that Nick has the1 and southing. Sold by J. H. O'Rielly
exclusive pr:vilege.
& Co.

PRESCRIPTIONS
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1

1
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1
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B. RUPPE

RIGHT

203

WEST RAILROAD AVENUE, NEXT 10 BANK OF
COMMERCE.

At Consistent
Prices

.1

;

O. F. O.
WHISKEY

XXXXXXXXXXXXXX3000CXXXXXX!

Wootton

o
oCI

CP

AND

CD

Ranches

CD

TheGeo.T.StaggCo.

;

o M
2 Wi

CD

3

(Successor to Balling Bros.)

CD

CAKES A SPECIALTY.
Ve desire patronage and ve guarantee first class baking.
207 Smith First Street, Albuquerque.
WEDDING

IN HONOR OF THE

Imperial Council of the Mystic Shrine

tot i

Los Angeles, May 21, 1906

a

am a pi

to

Lucero
daTe signs

A. E. WALKER
riRB

INSURANCE.

Secretary Mutual Building Aasocls
tion. Office at 217 West Railroad
avenue.

SCREEN TIME
here. Door and Window
screens made to order.
ALBUQUERQUE PLANING

a.

PAGEANT WITH 15,000 SHRINERS IN LINE
GORGEOUS FLORAL PAKADE
DAY FIRE WORKS
A WEEK OF STARTLING ENTERTAINMENT

Am

208 WEST SILVER AVE.

M.

MILL

Dealers In Groceries, Provisions, Hay, mcoocooocGOCCXxxxxxxxyyyym
Grain and Fuel,
line Line of Imported Wines, Liquors
INSURANCE, REAL ESTATE
and Cigars. Place your orders for
NOTARY PUBLIC.
this line with us.
Room 5, Cromwell Block, Albuquerque
Automatic Telephone, 174.
NORTH THIRD STREET.

GRAND ELECTRIC

Farms

RANKIN & CO.

C030CXXXXX3CKXXXXXXXXXXXX

Is

and

FIRE INSURANCE, REAL ESTATE
LOANS.
Automatic phone 451.
10, N. T. Armijo Building.
, Room

UP

PIONBER BAKERY

DENHLS

OOCCOOOGO

T

SIMON BALLING, Proprietor.

LAS FLORES

Myer,

Correspondence Solicited.
123 8. Third St.,
ALBUQUERQUE . . . . N. M.

1

LA FIESTA DE

&

Real Estate.

.

DRAGOIE

Dealer In
GENERAL MERCHANDISE.

A. SLEYSTER

Groceries,

ington avenue, Albuquerque, N. M.

"TVi'isi,

etm
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Wallapai Charley U dead, says the
Kinsman Miner. The corpulent flgure
of this picturesque
Indian will no
longer be seen on the streets of Kingman. At 3:15 o'clock, on the af;er-noo- n
of the 11th. surrouuded by. his
friends and kinsmen, he passed to
that happy hunting ground which constitutes the Indian idea of heaven.
When in the early 60's, the white
man first took possession of the section which constitutes Mojave county,
Charley was a young Indian, just
starting in to gain a jiositton f favor
with the other members of his tribe.
The opportunity offered in the extermination of the white man. who was
interposing upon the Indian domain.
With his half brother. Sherum, who
ranked as a war chief of the Wallapai,
he waged a warfare for a few years,
until Uncle Sam's soldiers came and
put an end to the incipient race
troubles. Charles was nuule a captive and properly shackled, sent to
Alcatraz Island, near San Francisco.
When he was released from confinement, and returned to his native lan. a
he was a living witness that it was
useless for the Indian to fight the
whites, for he had seen more white
men in a single day than there were
Indian bucks, squaws, papooses, dogs,
and ponies in the whole tribe, multiplied many times over. Thenceforth,
Wallapai Charley and all the other Iu- -

M

The Ftitute Railroad Metropolis of New Mexico

NEAR

OTHER

n

Cigars and Tobacco,

All Kinds of Fresh Meat.
300 North. Broadway, corner of WmV

CHARLEY

IN
DIED
HIS WIGWAM
KINGMAN, ARIZ.,
THE
DAY.

;

i

n

CHIEF

Works

Iron and Brass Castings; Ore, Coal and Lumber Cars;
aafUs
Pulleys, Grade Bart, Babbit Metal: Columns and Iron fronts
let
Buildings.
Kmpalr on Mining and Mill Maehlnmry a paclalt
Foundry east side of railroad track. ,
Albsqsereie. H. ml

1

INDIAN

Machine

P. MALL, Proprl0tor

CLEAN NG X

THORNTON 1 ha
Cleans everytning.

Furniture

Foundry and
R.

W. L. 1 KIMBLE & CO.

MATTERS

'

RUNABOUTS, were $55.00 to 1125.00: now
tAArm
Knam
TOP BUGGIES, were $65.00 to $140.00; now
$52.50 to $123.00
We are also quoting yery low prices on 8urreys, Stanhopes,
Buckboards, Spring Wagons, etc. Out of town business solicit.
w rue ior catalogue and prices

F. B. SCHWENTKER, Manager

at La Cienega, nine miles north 'of
Cerrillos, Santa Fe county. Apokmlo
INDIAN DANCES Riiel has Iwen appointed postmaster.

y,

f 7C

'We

THIS WITH YOUR POLICY.
Weekly sick benefit, $,",0; weekly
A $10,ono policy provides:
accident benefit, $50; if Injured on public conveyance, $100 per
week; for total disability, $10,000, in ten annual installments; In
case of death, $10,000; cash, or paid up insurance at maturity. Dividends paid annually.
$27.00
Annual Cost per $1,000, at the age of 30 years
For further information, call on or address,

DENVER

cluded, the local lodge of Elks
Santa Fe is planning to attend the
Elks' reunion to be held at Denver,
li ians or. ine tribe were reckoned as July 16 to 19, fifty strong.
Some time
"good Indians." So Charley, probably ago, A. J. Fischer, secretary of Santa
by reason of having traveled In for Fe Lodge, No. 460, sent out letters to
eign, lands, or because too was Intelli- the members, inquiring how many of
gent above the average of his tribe, them would be willing to go in this
Decame a great chief, who laid down manner, and the idea found immediate
the law, a eoot of chief Justice, es it favor. It is not known at present
were. Another Indian, Levy-Levmembers can be procured, but it
by
right of heritage, was head chief, is thought that there will be not less
Sherum, by power of his good right than forty in the party, and it is
arm, wnicn could send an arrow many hoped that this can be Increased to
steps rarther than the best of the fifty.
tribe, was war chief, and Charley, or
After the matter has been definitely
Captain Walker, as he preferred to settled, several Indians from otie' of
be called, by reason of his knowledge, the neighboring pueblos will be se
was third in rank, and to him fell the cured to teach the party Indian dances
settling of disputes of a civil nature. and this will comprise a part of the
And bo Charley lived, a familiar per attraction. If the plans of members
sonage in the town of Kingman. of the Santa Fe lodge are carried out
vviiien
last week, it became known in the manner it is expected they will
that he could live but a short time, be, there is little doubt, but that theirs
.
TnfUnno ctq r
'will 10 tfia crrfiofoct
tn l.c t?ntin
"

RUMORED THAT RIO GRANDE Di
VISION WILL BE RESURVEYED
TO REMOVE THE KINKS AND
corning

Our Top Buggies
Runabout moat
need the Door
space for another oer.
It's a time to belp
yourself by helpln no.

Notay Public Appointed.
SANTA FE ELKS WILL VISIT THE
Nathan Weil haa been appointed
ELITE CAFE
TOWN GARBED AS
COLORADO
public In Ocata, Mora county.
RED SKINS, AND PERFORM NA- notary
TIVE STEPS.
Deputy Coal Oil Inspector Appointed.
GOOD
TABLE BOARD, $4 A
Coal Oil Inspector Kugenlo R:mero WEEK, AT ELITE CAFE, 120 WEST
blankas
braves,
Costumed
Indian
I.
Fe,
appointed
Sparks
has
of Santa
SILVER AVENUE, CLOSE TO
ets, moccasins, feathers and bends, in- as
deputy coal oil Insitector for the
at

We are offering some very apeclal prices on this line of goods
and it will certainly pay you to get out prices before you buy.

NOTES

Into Yours

Co.

COMPARE

.

RAILROAD

Pocket

Will Protect You From Partial Loss

Hol-stng- er

nmtnonf nivRlplnn rvon n rW
prescribe a better preparation
for
colic and diarrhoea, both for children
and adults. The unlfor msuccess of
this remedy has shown it to be superior to all others. It never falls,
and when reduced with water and
sweetened, .it is pleasant to take.
Every family should be supplied with
it. Sold by all druggists.

SE-

Out of Our

OF CALIFORNIA

Thfl nww

THIS CHANGE

CARRY

fiacific Mutual Life Insurance

Not if as Rich as Rockefeller,
If you had all the wealth of P.ocke-feller, the Standard Oil magnate, you
could not buy a letter medicine for
bowel complaints than Chamberlain's

STREET

PAGE 8EVEM,

FIRE INSURANCE?
Of course you do. Will
your company pay for a partial loss? Certainly yen would not be
foolish enough to Insure In a company which did not.
'
DO YOU CARRY LIFE INSURANCE? Yes, loaded with It. Will
your company pay for partial Iocs on your life? No, you ruver
thought of that!
DO YOU

of it have been found on the ground
that hive sold for nn aggregate of
$30,000. The formation of the meteor.

If you found a silver dollar lylns on the street
would you hesitate long before picking It up? I
think not. If you had an opportunity to save a clean
silver dollar in purchasing a piece of furniture for
a'iy room would you take advantage of it? I think
of

EVENING CITIZEN.

ALBUQUERQUE

16, 1908.

Located on the Been

of The Atchison. Topeka

Cut-o- ff

&

Santa Fe Railway

Be'.en is 31 miles south of Albuquerque, N. M.,

at the junction of the Main Line of the Santa Fe system leading east and west from Chicago,
Kansas City, Galveston and points east to San Francisco, Los Angeles, El Paso and Old Mexico

The Belen Town and Improvement Company Own the Belen Townsite

;,;

Of 1.000

business and residence lots, size 26x142 feet, laid out with broad 80 and
streets, witn alleys 20 feet wide, with beautiful lake snd public park and jrand old shade trees; publU school house, eost-churches, Commercial club; a population of 1.500 Inhabitants; largest mercantile establishments in New Mexico; the Belen Patent Roller mill, capacity, 160 barrels dally; large winery; three hotels,
lultsrtxbi, etc. Belen It the largest shipping point for wool, flour, wheat, wine, beans and hay In Central New Mexico. Its Importance as a great commercial railroad city In the near future cannot be estimated

ML FSgT LIMITED EXPRESS,
Tie

.V

MAIL AND FREIGHT TRAINS OF THE SANTA

FE ROUTE W.LL GO OVER THE MAIN LINE THROUGH TO BELEN. EAST AND WEgT

offered are In the center of the city, well

llC UI iced ysrd, drug store, harness

shop,

"rded, (many 0f them Improved by cultivation); no ssnd or
etc, etc. Also s
modern hotel.

gravel.

We need a

flrst-clas-

s

AND SOUTH.

bakery, tailor shop, shoe house, jeweler, plumbing shoe, vlaatag oUL

first-clai- s

OUR PRICES OF LOTS ARE LOW AND TERMS ON EASY PAYMENTS;
TITLE PERFECT; WARRANTY
APPLY AT ONCE FOR M A F AND PRICES, IF YOU WISH TO SECURE THE CHOICEST LOTS TO

DEEDS.

Cnmmanis
The Sfifin TnAn
-BmnrniGment
and
e
v. WM. M.
m m

mi 'JOHN BECKER, Prosident

NORTH

m m

aa

m

BERGER. Secretary

v

.

VJl

EVENING

ALBUQUERQUE

PAGE EIGHT.

Ross, father of Pitt Ross,
who was also a senator from Kansas
many ytfars ago. Judge Bennett and
his famltv have been residents of
southwestern New Mexico since 1871.1

LOCAL AND

PERSONAL

THE BEST VALUES

IN STLYE, FIT

AND

QUALITY

OBTAINABLE

FOR THE PRICE.

MEN'S WORK

SHOES FROM

Fair tonight and Thursday,
Sunrise, 4:54; sunset, 6:58; length
of day, 14 hours and 4 minutes. Moon
rose at 1:36 this morning. The day

has been delightful to present writingnot too much wind, no djst and
not too warm. A good rain would be
quite acceptable.
W. H. Seward, a
leader among the abolitionists of negro slavery, and secretary of war in
Lincoln' cabinet, was born on this
day, 1801.

SI 50 to S3 00

MEN'S DRESS SHOES FROM

t

S3 50

At 4 o'clock thlrf aftern
Incoming Santa Fe iwssonscr trains
were reported on time.

SI 50

CANVAS

LEATHER ....$1
WOMEN'S SHOES

all

n

TO S OO
MEN'S CANVAS SHOES, LEATHER

SOLES
OXFORDS,
MEN'S

OF TRAINS.

ARRIVAL

R. T. LanoRan, of Fort Defiance,
Ariz., was a visitor In the city yes-

OR

50 TO S4 OO
S150 TO S4 OO
WOMEN'S OXFORDS
SI 25 TO S3 so
WOMEN'S 8LIPPERS
SI 10 TO S3 50
CHILDREN'S SHOES AND SLIPPERS
85 TO S3 23

terday.

of
Mr. and Mrs. A. J. Fountain,
Mesilla Park, N. M., were visitors In

the metropolis yesterday.
B. Romero, of the Romero

Medi-

old-tim- e

The Hickox - Mayna d Co.
Pickard's Hand
Fine new
just arrived.
Painted
We invite your inspection.

THE SODA THIRST

and we were never
to
better able entertain Treat
your throat at our fountain.
NEW
SISTERS
O'RIELLY'S SPECIAL

It has

i

Albuquerque Lumber Co.
Diamond

Palace

t

Mc-Ke-

Wear

n.

REFORM BIFOCULS

Subscribe for the Citizen and Get the News

THOUGHT

WE TAKE

of fit and style, and you could not come in
here and go out as a purchaser unless the
Suit or Overcoat you bought fitted you to

make
our satisfaction. STEIN-BLOCour clothes and this assures the closest ap- American
proach to fit and
tailors can effect. You had better try us
artist every time.
We can beat your tape-lin- e
H.

style-perfecti-

1

,,,,0
Suits

Two-Piec- e

$7.50 to

$J--

TICKETS

R.R.

AND

1

$1.25 to $3,00

TRY 0NE

E.L WASHBURN CO.

122
8. Second

marfnn

18 W. R.

R, Ave,

..1TELYOU.
the famous

v.

,

for Men

BOUGHT. SOLD
EXCHANGED

Association Office
Transactions
Guaranteed

ROSENFIELD'S,

Union Underwear

q

13 Gold Avenue

.

r.

on

OUR TAILORS KNOW HOW
19
Cold

ULLUiiMWfW

Every article, every garment sold from this store is
guaranteed to give satisfaction or money is refunded.
We desire to call special attention
to our

Summer Suits

UNDERWEAR

a vast assortment of patterns and
styled.
Regular Business Suits
$8.00 to $15.00
Fine Business Suit
In

i

We have bought our underwear In
case lots from the manufacturer,
thereby saving )3bbers' profits. We
share the saving with you. Call at
the store and let us show you the
line.

THE

RAILROAD

Hart, Schaffner

$22.50

$18.00 to $24.00

& Marx

Suit

$15.00

THE

SIMON STERN

AYE. CLOTHIER

to

$15.00

Regular Dress Suits

to

$30.00

RAILROAD

AYE. CLOTHIER

The Golden Rule Clothing Store
THE STORE FOR STYLE, SERVICE AND SAVING

Men's Clothing for Spring and Summer
TO MAKES THEM MOVE FAST WE HAVE PLACED ON SALE ALL
OF THE LATEST STYLE DOUBLE AND SINGLE BREASTED SACK
SUITS, THAT SOLD AT REGULAR PRICE FROM 116.50 TO $22, AT
THE VERY LOW, PRICE OF

$15.00 the

5af

EVERY SUIT GUARANTEED. SEE BIG WINDOW DISPLAY.

TRUNKS, SUI7 CASES AND BAGS

-

r,

Astrologer and
Palmist Is at 504
West
Railroad
avenue.
corner
of Fifth street,
Garcia bulUllns,
room No.

1

St

2.

Call

and see him at
once.
Ho will
tell your principal object anon.
If
call hi m ui m Auto-1i: i
:.one 101, and bo will answer
till jour principal object, for a
ever the wire. He jtlvtM
And will read the public
wrhmi! charge. Donate If you wish.
t
oiir children delineated to
n'i' what they should follow, when
f
liny .should niarry, diwcrlptitm
life and spirit. Walk
!i. busine.-s- ,
P .siirs and lo seated.
Prof. Itelyou
Hours, daily
a.l you In room
'
Hi. to ! p. I".

x

:

2-

a-

J

- EXTRA SPECIAL ATTRACTION

IN OUR TRUNK, SUIT CASE AND
BAG DEPARTMENT THIS WEEK.
CALL AND INSPECT OUR LINE
PRICES ALWAYS THE LOWEST.
BEFORE BUYING.

I

Whitney Company
Alaska Refrigerators,
White Mountain Freezers,
Blue Flame Oil Stoves,
Gasoline Stoves.
Lawn and Garden Tools
Wholesale Distributers: McCormick Mowers, Rakes and Harvesting Machinery. Birdsell Wagons, Mead Hay Presses.
Winchester Rifles, Shot Guns and Ammunition.
XX

3,

XX

5,

XX7

40 X, 403 North First Street

Sooth First Street

ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO
S, T. VANN, 0. D.

FIRST ESTABLISHED
OPTICIAN IN
NEW

Eye Sight
Specialist

MEXICO.

PRESIDENT OF

Glasses fitted for relief ot poor
nervous
and
vision, headache
Appointments
made at
strain.
Vann's drug store.

NEW MEXICO

OPTICAL BOARD.

BebberOpticalGo.
I

1

!

Albuquerque,

First and Marquette,

Wet

Sale

The quality of Our Goods is always the best.

CEMENT, SASH,
Doors, Glass, Paint and
REX FLINTKOTE ROOFING

EVERITT

18, 1906.

To introduce our summer stocks and to exploit the remarkably
LOW PRICES at which we are selling SUMMER GOODS.

LUMBER,

MAIL ORDERS PROMPTLY FILLED

Begun e Special

Have

I VVG

cine company, who was at Lbs Vegas and otiher towns In San Miffuel
county the past few daya. on business
connected with Us company, has returned to his headquarters 'here.
J. B. Blnck, the hotel man of Jemez
Hot Springs, is in the city for several days, transacting business in
8AUCES AND CONDIMENTS.
connection with his resort at the
springs, Which he haj entirely renoWhen purchased at F. F. Trotter vated for this summer, and which will
grocery store, are sure to bring the no doubt enjoy as large a patronage
year as other seasons.
right flavor to all dishes Into which this
The May number of the Out. West
they enter. This is because ve al- Magazine contains a full page
:lf Albuquerque, telling
ways procure the best manufactured.
of the city, and
many
features
of
the
reout
are
We find
first what brands
its advantages as a place to reside
liable and personally guarantee them. In. It Is done In an attractive manner and Is not at all exaggerated, and
will no doubt bring In good returns,
as commercial advertising goes.
George Montgomery, of the auditing
department of the Santa Fe coast
lines, passed through the city this
Noa. 118 and 120 South Second street morning en route to Bernalillo, from
where he will take ai stage for the
Jemez Hot Springs. Mr. Montgom
ery Is a little run down in health, and
T. Y. MAYNARD.
seeks txie Jemez mountain resort in
GEO. W. HICKOX.
anticipation of rest and recuperation.
The Berger Stock company played
to another crowded house at Tract tan
Iark last evening, tn the summer
tiheater, giving universal satisfaction
in the comedy, "The Fool and the
Widow," and presenting a good line
line
Grose, the handcuff
of specialties.
king, will 'be seen with this company
China
next week, beginning Wednesday.
to
Low shoes will give comfort
Karl E. Moon, the photographer, has your tired feet, and at the same time
returned from the east, where ho has they look neat and dressy. We show
been in the InteresU of his art studio, the latest styles for Men, Women and
meeting iwitlhi much success with his Childnem, black or tan vlcl kid. va
NEW MEXICO'? LEADING JEWELERS
'Indian Art Studiiee, receiving sev' lour calf, .patent kid and canvass.
SOUTH SECOND 8TREET.
eral flattering newspaper and maga Prices range from $1.25 to $4. C.
THE ARCH FRONT.
zine notices. It Is said that the Gen May's 6hoe store, 314 West Railroad
...
tury and the Burr Mcintosh maga avenue.
o
zines will soon reproduce his work.
WANTED, STORAGE.
R. B. Wilson, the traveling freight
Your heating stoves stored for the
gent of the Wabash railroad, with
J. W. MASTERS,
headquarters In Denver, is In the city. summer.
118 Gold Avenue
soliciting business from local mer
chants and shippers. For the past ROLLER FLOUR MILL FOR SALE.
nine years Mr. Wilson was stationed
Machinery,
including
complete,
at Portland, Ore., with tlhe Chicago, boiler and engine, for
come
roller
Burlington
& Qnlncy railroad.
This
flour mill. Address, Martin Lohman,
it.
Is Mr. Wilson's first trip to the south Las Crucee, N. M.
west.
o
Mrs. Thomas McMillin, wife of the
"
REGULAR
35 CENTS DINNER,
chief of police, will kave tonight for EVERY DAY, EXCEPT SUNDAY, AT
a trip to California for the lenent of ZEIGER'S RESTAURANT, FROM 12
CHERRY
Her two daughters, NOON TO 2 P. M.
her health.
o
Mioses May and Alice, will accompany
AMERICAN BEAUTY
Whitcomb Springs Delightful sum
her, and will siientl ihe Bumper at
open to the pub
mer
Is
resort,
now
Los Angeles and the surrounding re
lie. Good rooms, good meals, every
hopod
sorts,
Barnett
clt
is
U
that
Building
the
O'RIELLYCQ,
where
Druggists
H.
J.
mate and sea breezes will restore her thing clean and nice. Bring your
families and come out and see us.
to full and perfect health.
Mr, and Mrs. Thompson.
tn
grocery
met
clerks
A bunch of
o
of
the
the office of the local 'branch
TAXES ARE NOW DUE, AND
nlgtot
company
laat
Armour Packing
WILL BECOME DELINQUENT ON
and organized a base .ball team that JUNE 1. PAY THIS MONTH.
Is to enter the arena of local balldom
SCREEN TIME IS COMING.
against all comers.
The meeting
Window screens, 7 cents per foot,
W. NL
elected officers as follows:
A home made door, with trimmings,
Hayward, president; C. B. Harrison,
secretary and treasurer: Will Pratt, for $1.25.
We are making window screens all
manager.
together, and as strong as
mortised
San
Hagerman
will
leave
Governor
a
door, for 7 cents a square foot. A
Monday
for
Sunday
or
ta Fe either
screen door,
or
that
Roswell, both on a visit to the valley will outlast any door shipped In here
attending
purpose
the
of
and for the
trimtogether
cast,
from the
with
commencement exercises of the New mings,
for 1.25.
Mexico Military institute at that point
regular
shop made
We
the
upon which occasion he will deliver screen make
always cost,
have
doors
that
govern
the graduating address, ine
bere'.ofore, $2.00 to $2.25, for $1.50.
or will probably return to the terrl
SUPERIOR LUMBER AND
N. M.
torlal capital on Thursday tn
PLANING MILL CO.
The annual meeting of the Mutual
r
V
Automatic TeleDhone company was t
held at the office of the company, up '
at a Ira In the Cromwell building, and
FRESH CUT FLOWERS.
THE
the followlne officers, who are also dl
IVES, THE FLORIST.
rectors, were elected for the ensuing
vear: 1). K. B. Sellers, president;
e,
E. Walker, vice president; Frank
treasurer; F. A. Storts, secreRAILROAD AVE.
tary. The other director is O. N. Mar-roDo You
Bifoculs?
s
Diamonds, Watdhea, Jewelry, Cut Glass, Clocks, Silverware. We Invite
Silver
of
Bennott,
Judge Cornelius
If to, let us demonstrate
your trade and guarantee A SQUARE DEAL.
City, accompanied by hid wife and
the advantages cf our
day
spent
the
daughter, Mrs. Morrill,
in this city, en route to California,
olid Lent with two fields
visiting with Mr. Pitt Ross, city enmanufactured solely by the
gineer. Mrs.. Bennett is a sister of

F. F. TROTTER

WEDNESDAY, MAY

in

Simon Nenstadt, the
and iKpular general merchant and
Luna, has estabpost master of
lished a branch store of general merchandise at ivralta. and has opened
up for business. Adolfo SalazjMt a
brother of Mrs. Meliton Otero, ''will
hava ,4.nr,n of the new Btore. Mr.
Neustadt is one of the best known
business men of Valencia county, and
he shows good Judgment by opening
a branch store at. Peralta.
Jesse M. Wlnvlifck, general agent
of the Northwestern Mutual Life Insurance comjany. with headquarters
and home at Denver, Colo., Is in the
city today, coming In from a business
trip to the El Pano agency. This is
Mr. Wheclock's first trip over his
New Mexico
district since he was
transferred from Providence, R. I., to
lenver. The gentleman s a resident of Albuquerque. In the early
days of the city, and has met a numfrlonds today.
ber of
O. S. Kempton, of Est:ancLa. was In
the city on business. Mr. Kempton
valley la
utates that the Estancia
still booming, BeM.kns arriving daily,
and many homesteads being taken up.
The Immigration, said Mr. Kempton,
to that part of the valley, has been
so heavy of late that all claims In
and around the town of Estancia have
long since been taken up, the latter
arrivals having ! go some distance
into the valley from Estancia, to be
able to secure land that has not al
ready been filed upon.
Joo Barnett and H. E. Sherman,
ho Blamed the latter part of last
week ftr the Santa Rosalia hot
springs in Mexico, did not get any
farther than the bull fighting arena
Juarez, Mexico, where they took
in the fights on Saturday and Sunday.
They then concluded to forego the
trip to the springs, and In conse
nt nee visited friends in El Paso
Monday and Tuesday, returning to
this city this morning. They report
he Pass City a very ho town these
arm days, and the peoi"e are wear
ing as light clothes as possible.
Despite the fact that Tuesday night
here is generally the poorest theat
Stock
rical night, the Berger-Gros- e
company did an excellent business,
last night. The play, "The Fool
was wen ap
and the Widow,
everybody
preciated,
weui
and
away feeling that they had made a
good investment.
There are enough
specialities between the acts to make
an excellent vaudeville bill of themselves. Hills and Edmonds most certainly makes 'em laugh. The bill will
Thursday
be completely changed
night, when "Other Peoples' Money"
will lo presented.
This is said to be
isldesplltter, from start to finish.
well-know- n

DAY AND WEATHER.

SEASONABLE ffEiQES
REASONABLE PRICED

CITIZEN.

COMPANY
MclNTOSH HARDWARE
'j.
Successors to E.

w?n':allu

POST

& COMPANY

HARDWARE WhanTn
iTZTK

REFRIGERATORS

EUREKA COTTON

ICECREAM
FREEZERS

RUBBER HOSE

WIRE Wl550W
SCREENS

(T-J-

!

N

If

GALVANIZED
POULTRY NETTING

"j

i'

GARDENTOOLS

!

SPADES' SHOVELS
RAKES

J-Q-

GARDEN BARROWS

Ci

215 West Railroad Avenue

ALBUQUERQUE,

;

:

NEW MEXICO

I

